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I . PRODUCTION ESSAYS 
STATEMENT OF INTOOION 
I . The Dramatic Idea 
The tragedy of the human eondi tion lies in the 
.fact that man must live in a world whose destiny is 
not .finally undel" hUlllan control. 
"God reserves for Himself the right to project 
holiness upon sacrilege and purity upon vice. It's 
all a matter of lighting. a Act III, SeenQ 6. 
II. Theatrical Key to the Dramatic Idea 
Judith is the onJ,y one o.f Cl:l.raudoux • plays 
which he himself called a tragedy. Its roots extend 
back not on.l.y to the Greeks, but to the two religious 
tragedies of cine. Racine was in turn infiuenced 
~ 
by the religious thought of Pascal, whose Pensees con-
tains a thought es-pecially applicable to Judith t 
11Man is neither angel nor brute, and the 
unfortunate thing is that he who would act the angel 
aots ' the brute. n 
Judi tb not only acts the angel; she tries to 
act first as God's rival, then as· His equal during 
Aet I and the first half of Act II. Here, Giraudoux 
! .• 
.I 
SeeJISS to feel_, is Judith ts tragic fiaW--•hubriS,; or 
overweening prida, for which she is punished. In 
reaction to this punishment, her pride changes its 
direction but becomes even more intense : Sle deter-
mines to destroy hers&lt---an unforgivable sin.. &t 
in the attempt to commit moral and physical suicide, 
Judith discovers a new pride in herself as a hlmian 
being among other human beings . In Act nr she dares I 
out of this third variety of pride, t() fight against 
the .fulfillment of <bd 'a plan for the destiny of the 
human race. This time, through a miracle, Ood crushes 
her utterly. 
'!bus from one point of view---the religious--... 
Judith through pride brings ebout her own downfall. 
This point of view is implicit throughout the play. 
&lt Giraudoux t vision of his subject is not so simple~ 
and his most basic sympathies see to go to an oi:>posing 
Viewpoint-- the humanistic. From this point of view. 
Judith 's pride in Acts I and II 1s overweening be-
cause she sets herself above other human beings (and 
not beeause she sets herself above Ood. ) &t the pride 
she finds with Holoternes in being a simple human 
being is admirable from the humanistic viewpoint, and 
the blow dealt her by God at the end of the pl~ is 
t -otally unjustifiable. Here again, curiously enough, 
we can find a thought in Paaoal which expresses t his 
humanistic outrage at unmerited suffering, and which 
brings out the greatness W'hich Giraudoux finds in 
Judith in her last, ruined moments : 
"Man is but a reed, the moat feeble thing in 
nature; but he is a thinking reed. The entir universe 
need not a.rm itself to crush him. A vapour, a drop 
of water suffices to kill him. &t, if the universe 
were to crush him1 man would still be toore nobl than 
that which ldlled him, because he knows that he dies 
and the advantag<a which the universe has over him; 
the universe knows nothing or this . " 
Thus• just as we must accept the truth of both 
Judith •a and the Ouard •s versions or her night with 
Holof'ernes, we must also consider her final suffering 
both deserved (the religious Viewpoint) and unmerited 
(the humanistic viewpoint) . fut if we listen carefully 
to Giraudoux • voice, our ·secret sympathies, like his, 
must in the end be w1 th Judith, a woman who finds 
herself' as a human being, only to be forced into t he 
sterility of saintliness. 
III. 'lheatrical Realization of the Iramatie Idea 
The play bas the stylistic framework of a 
classical tragedy, with its elements of elevated 
language and abstracted character. Within thiS frame .. 
work there is a contemporary sense of realism and use 
of irony. 
Actors: Fuse a sense of the poetry of language 
and character rd th intensely personal and precisely 
defined realistic objectives. 
. Scene designe:r t Create an abstract but func-
tional o en platform which will direct concentration 
only on the actors . 
Light designer: · Intensity the three-dimensional• 
ity of the actors and emphasize their spatial relation-
ships. 
Cost'UlllEn": !-fake concrete both the classical 
and the contemporary elements of the pley. 
HISTORY: THE PLAY 
As has already been pointed out, the literary-
ancestors of Judith include the tragedies of the Greeks 
and of Racine, the closer tie being with the latter 
by reason both or proximity in time and o! nation-
ality. 1his tie with Racine may be seen in the form 
and the content of Oiraudoux 1 play-. 
Formally the plty comes very close to observing 
the classical unities of seventeenth-century aesthetics: 
it has a single action which takes place in less than 
twenty-four hours, and two of its three acts have the 
same setting. Although it is not in verse, its prose 
is elevated almost to the level of poetry, and uses 
many poetic devices. Despite its numerous characters, 
the concentration is on the development of a single 
major figure----a woman (as so often with Racine). 
The religious point of view in the play- bears 
a certain resemblance to that of the Jansenists, an 
heretical religious sect within French Catholicism 
whose ideas strongly influenced both Pascal and Racine. 
Their insistence on an unknowable transcendent God, 
on man •s ultimate helplessness, and on salvation through 
an act of grace alone finds its reflection in Judith. 
And just as F.acine treated two Old Testament subjects 
in a distinctly Christian manner, so Giraudoux • play-
revealR a far stronger oond with Jansenism than with 
Jud.aiem. 
The play •s basic humanism is in soma wqs r -
lated to Racine, end in others to the long humanistic 
tradition in encll lettere which reaches back at 
least to the early Renaissance . It is even or 
strongly r1'3lated to the Clreeks. B11t in tone it is 
thoroughly twentieth-century: that somewhat bitter 
h~ism which finds its most recent expression in 
France in the 11rork of Albert Camus. 
'lhe story of Judith has been treated numerous 
times in literature, from an Anglo•Saxon poem through 
various obscure eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
French tragedies and cantatas to a twentieth-century 
opera by Honegger. 'Ib~ only treatment of any inportance 
to the work of Giraudoux seems to have been a German 
tragedy written in 1639 by Friedrich Hebbel~ who was 
a1 o preoc~u;pied with the problem of the conflict 
between God •s will end man •s will. 
'l 
THE PLA RIGHT 
Jean Giraudoux was bom in Bellac on October 2~ 
1882. His arl.y work included essays and several 
highly admired novels (among th , Siegtried ~ ~ 
Limousin and Bella). In 1928 he t the actor-director 
louis Jouvet, with whom he was to have. a long and. 
fruitful collaboration, and his first play, Siesfried, 
dat s from that year. Its success was followed in 
1929 by t of Amphitryon J!• 
In 1931, Jouvet produced Giraudoux t third play, 
Judith. In it may already be found all of the themes 
'Which re t o be treated in various ways in his later 
works: the conflict between God or fate and man •s me 
will; spiritual and physical lov ; purity and depravity; 
pride and hulllility; heroism and the joys of the simpl e 
life; wealth and poverty; war and peace- - - all the 
opposites which Giraudoux' ironic and subtle mind woul d 
never tire of testing and balancing, the one against 
the other. 
'lhe plays which follolted have becane a part of 
French literary and t heatrical history: Intermezzo 
(~ Fhchanted, 1933) J Tessa (19.34); Suppl~t ~ 
voyage ~Cook, !:!_ Ouerre ~ 'l'roie n 'aura pas 1i~u 
(~lament ~ Cook's Tour; Tif;!r, ~ the Gates_, 1935) J 
Electre1 L'Imp:ronptu ~ Pari;J (Zl.eetr,a1 ~ ;TmprS!S't;u 
2!, Par~s. 1937); £!!:.t!9S!. ~ Cantiquea (Song 2£ Songs, 
19)8); <Xldine (1939)) L '.Apollon ~ llac (~ .Apollo 
g! lla~ l9L2); Sodome ~ Gmo:rrhe ( Sodom ~ Oomo:rrah, 
1943). Produced posthumously were La Folle de Cheillot 
- " ----
(~ adwoman of Oulillot~ 1945) end ~ Lucrece 
(n,u,.l ~ Angels, 1953 ). 
Giraudoux. died not long before the liberation of 
Paris, on January 31;, 1944. He is gena:rally considered 
to ba one of the finest playwrights France has pro-
duced in the past hundred years. 
THE TRANSLATION 
There are sever81 reasons why I chose to do my 
own translation of Judith, rather than to use the 
English version by John K. Savacool in Eric Bentley 's 
Modern Theatre collection. (Christopher F'ry 's version 
is not available in .America, and I did not even know 
of its existence until my own was completed. ) 
I first read the play in French last summer in 
Rome and immediately decided that I wanted to direct it. 
It bocame quickly eVident that there were no copies 
of the Bentley book for sale in l taly---a discovery 
which scarcely disturbed r:t plans, since my previous 
acquaintance with other t r anslations from his CQllec-
tion had left me unimpressed. It has always seemed to 
rna that the great failing of English translations of 
modern Fl-ench drama (with the exception of Fry's and 
Bernard Freohtmann 's) has been their unwillingness to 
let the poet speak for himself; as someone has phrased 
it, you pay to see Giraudoux and you're stuck with 
Valency. '1"his unwillingness appears to be based on 
the somewhat Sha~ assumption that French audiences 
will put u.p with mo~ tttalk" than rican audiences. 
Tho grain of truth in this belief is that the French 
do love tG hear beauti.tul language beautiful.J,y spoken 
\ C 
in the theatre, and will sometimes be willing to 
sacrifice plot movement to poetry; and that since the 
death of Shakespeare, &lglish- apealdng audiences have 
become less and less accustomed to fine language on 
the stage. But the latter movement is not irreversibleJ 
and indeed, as our theatre bee0100s daily less Vital 
through its attachment to a dying naturalism, it is a 
movement which should be fought with every means at 
hand. 
The fact remains that this assumption about "talk" 
is false in throe basic and crucial w~s. First, it 
is snobbish: it implies either that the French are 
~~~ .~ and are completely wrapped up in mere words; or 
that llmerieans are barbarians and can appreciate only 
the most violent actions. Neithe;r one is true. Second_. 
this asS\lq>tion implies that poetry in drama is only 
excess words- -.a belief which is contradicted by the 
historical fact that all great drama of the past h s 
been written either in versa or in a heightened and 
elevated prose. 'lhird, and ost important tor the 
case at hand., it implies that it is possible to cut the 
poetry out of the poet-playwright •s work and still 
retain the essence of his creative achievemen~-an 
assumption which is particularly false for Giraudoux, 
whose use of language is an organic and integral part 
\ \ 
of his artistic creation. 
The method I used in translating, so far as it 
can be described, could be reduced to a two-stage pro-
cess which I used for every line before putting it on 
paper. First, I rendered as literally as possible, 
word for word, and following the rhythms of Giraudoux • 
prose as minutely as possible .tram phrase to phl'ase1 
exactly what the French text said. I then asked myself 
if the sentence read well aloud, i . e •• did it sound 
aesthetically beautitul, was its meaning clear• were 
the words themselves clear when spoken, and would it 
lead organical.ly and dramatically out of the preceding 
sentence into the following one. Some of the time no 
change was necessary; much of the time, for one or 
several of the reasons above, it was necessary to 
change a word, change the sentence order ;9 or completely 
rewrite the sentence. In the ease of soma comic lines, 
it was necessar,y to discard the original altogether and 
write new lines, which nevertheless preserved the direc~ 
tion of the scene. A tew times, I found it necessar,y 
to cut a phrase or a sentence when the movement of the 
&lglish began to bog down. The few additional line 
changes or cuts were neoessi tated by the physical 
limitations of the production. In Short, I tried to 
imagine hol~ Oiraudoux iiould have liked to see his plq 
in English) rather than how a hypothetical American 
audience with hypothetical prejudices would like to 
see it . 
1tr translation, like any other, is finally an 
unsatisfactory cc:.npr<:aise with the original•language 
version: it lacks the sheer beauty o£ sound o£ the 
French, and is al terna.tely less clear or more blunt 
than the original. It is doubtless not the best 
possible English translation of Judith. aJ.t it comes 
closer to satisf.'ying me than the other available 
version, i£ only because it is as close as I could 
make it to what Oiraudoux actually wrote. 
• 
PREVIOUS PRODUCTIONS 
The first perfol"ll'l8llce of Judith was . g1. ven on 
November 4, 19311 at the Th~~tre Pigalle in Paris. 
Louis Jouvet directed the play (but did not appear in 
it) and Rachel Berendt played the title role. Although 
tho production excited deep .admiration from a few of 
the more discerning critics, it was not sueeese~l 
with the press as a whole or with the public. 
The press generally considered the play 11too 
li ter3rY, " an accusation to which Giraudoux replied 
in lecture two weeks later, in which he defended the 
plaee of language in a theatre which 1n many respects 
resembled the Broadway theatre of today. It is worth 
noting th t all of his later plays, most of which 
were at least as "literary" as Judith if not more so, 
ware received w1 thout such a condel11'1ation 1 a change 
in the sensibility of the audience had taken place. 
Two facts which have nothing to do with the 
plq itself may help to explain the reaction of the 
general public to the production. '!hey had becane 
accust0Ia$d_, in Jouvet performance, to two things: 
the presence onstage of Jouwt himself with other stars, . 
and lavish though tastet'ul scenic effects. Neither one 
was necessary or desirable for Judith; and the audience 
seems to have felt itself' cheated. 
Thirty years pa.ss&d between this first production 
of the play which Giraudoux ' son said was in many 
ways the author •s favcrite, and its revival in Nowm ... 
be~, 1961; during this period it remained the least-
lmown of all Giraudoux' plqa. This oat recent 
production in Ft-ance was given by the O>mpegnie 
. / A 
Renaud-&lrraul t at the Theatre de France 1n the Ckieon, 
was directed by Jean-Louis Barraul t, and starred 
Loleh Bellon. ccording to a newspaper review• 
Barrault f'elt that the 11preo1osity11 of the play's 
language needed l1pr'\.ming, " and he seams to have 
"pruned" almost as drastically as did its first .Ameri• 
can translator. The results wre highly eontroversial1 
but the play was at least restored to a public which 
was finally ready to receive it enthusiastically. A 
highly reliable source who saw both productions intorms 
me that the Barraul t production was consistently in-
teresting, but that in contrast to the Boston University 
venture, was never deeply moving. 
The first performance of Olristopher Fry's 
.Ebglish adaptation was given at Her jesty•s 'lbeatre 
in the Haymar t, London, on Jtm.e 20, 1962; the play 
was directed by Harold Cl.Ul"1tWl and starred Ruth yers. 
\e) 
Iespite its short rtm1 the production seems to have 
been well received. 
There have not as yet been any professional 
productions of Judith in the United States. There ba 
been at least two college productions of the Savacool 
version, the first being at Williams in 1954. 
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JUDITH 
TrAgedy in three aete 
by Jean Giraudoux 
Trenslation by Robert Riclmar 
ACT I 
A salon in Judith 's heme 
•'1/,., 12 "' • 
l.,qht Cu.c ~ 1,~ 
GonJ 
i-bu s ~ '/:J.. 
U L•SE ('~ r 
4 ~~a..~ 
<8-v,-·9 
3 B·' -=d.S 
1-u.cj~ . -1 6. 
( 1/"' 
L"l the stai.rr.Nay! In the cupboards! In the chimney 1 He won 't 
escape us this ti..~e J A reward for whoever finds himo 
A ~t: He won •t be found., 
Joseoh: Look for him1 He nmst be there.® 
~~·sA G The ~rvant: He is there, and he isn •t thereo 
JoseE!!_: vlhat ~re you trying to tell me? 
T:."'l~·h&t~.fkt : Eis voice is there, that's obVious 0 It's his body that 
isn't thereo It's the cry of a ghosto Since yesterd~, at 
every crossroads, i.'tl eill the bazaars, ·t-re '"'re heard that cryo 
It is the dead calling your nieceg Bveryone knows thato 
Judith alone can save us, Judith, Judith1 (lie has repef!ted, 
despite himself, the intonation of the cry. The other servants 
shivero) 
Joseph 1 Be quiet..... The rest of you heven 't found anything? 
~he ,Ia, (:: t' A ~rvan-c: l!othi.11go 
Jo~h~ N uuJ 1 f, f'd h' r>\ , ('The s~rvemts axito Joseph looks 
themo A short silence o Then t...~e 
Save us j" Joseph and the servants rush backo 
a. violent knocking at the door o ) 
~: T o "5 e ph 1, 
J oseE,h: \Vho 's there 1 
(!) J us.e_ p 1-) X 1 S Ll "::.C 
{2) Jofv> 'f-~ /L~ p-o f-A...A..t... S iJ 1 rYJ 0 V.ui C L -1.A!i 0 
5-k-v e. CZJ~ ~ op-heL 
:S 'rve....t ~ 1 l; ' ndo.. X -+a '-f h ~ 
:She_.\ h. 1 1-..J I f\GO-. ~ 0::.~~ 'T" 
'(::1\\ ~ ~fh rl f'b - d s r 
CD I 'va got himo 
(The door is opened;?' Jolm, a yo1L'ig officer, pushE'ls a man in wead of 
him.,) 
Jolm: I caught him running away.{~ lve 111 teach this filthy mouth to 
touch certain names •• o o Who are you? 
Joseph: He's dirty and he smells bad •• u I~ must be a prophetooo 
""I f\M t: . • . . A Servant: The c~ ty ~s full of 'them" • o Lice on the dying dog.P proph~ts 
on the sick populationo 
d. ~: tvill you speak: J ~.Jhat is your name? 
The Prophet (raises himself QS though to speak): JudithJ Judith1u o 
Joseph: They're a.ll like that., This evei ing, to get into my own house 9 
I had to squeeze past the beggaz·s sleeping arotmd the dooro 
'Ihey all cried: JudithJ Even filth is draaming of Judithoo o 
Put a gag on him ••• o 
John: let him finishi It may holp us .... 
The .Proghet: The most beautif'ul of our maidens, tt-,_e most pure.,., _. 
JoseE.,h: 
Johr' t 
Yes» that 'a uways their so-called prophacy o ~ o The most beauti-
ful of our maidens, the most pure, must surrender herself to 
Holoferneso 
And thst's JudithJ 
The Prophe!!_: Judith! Save us} 
@) 
Joseph: Gag him, and put him in the ..::ce=l~l.:::ar~J ---------~-'-'--lo.....L..ou:;...---lo-'-~ 
('l'he servants carry out the propheto Ct1ly ono servf!nt remainso) 
Jose'~,b~ What's the matter with ~? 
unn~ A c;:. 
The- Servant: Let Judith SC~Ve us, master. (.At a throataning gesture 
f'rom Joseph, he disappoarso) 
John: .rudi th isn 't here, I hope ?cJ; 
Joseph: She's still at the hospitcl, tend:ing the woundedooo She should 
be here~ soono 
CD John 'If 1s uc. 
® J o"'"' y 1S e --ho j 0-se..p 1'\ 
® J osep h x 's -fo 'S'-foo l ci s I ()...v'la s ds 
J o'hn ).' ' s-it...::> h , tY\ ds I ) 
J o h () )( 1'5 fo \ ~ j OS-'Lf"' h 
J o s.e..p h +<.-u .. ns t.u c_ t:. +u h ' f'f\ 
~ Joh0 X 1S S ( ov..> ~ (J S C. 
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H'~\· -r -!-~..;C'f~. ~JUid 
.Jo~saE£:~ Of v:h:::lt? ~-Jhat de ~ k .ow? 
Joh11.: Sh is ~tng sacrH'iedo~T.he d<!cision has be'3n made 0 Tirts evcml:ng9 in one hour, ·~:1.g CoUJ.""lCil wan ;s .... o send her t,o Holofaraeso I 
have gotten ht>J."'O only few rrtL"lutos befc~ t~1e high p:deet .. 
H'<J is coming h:L""lself to convinc~ Judith.~ 
JoSe£h!: re '1.1 have t.o ~-;l8l ill"ith r.J.8G@ 
John: 1'i'bat can you do 1 ct='!'~ has i::.hc whols c:'i.ty he:hind hjr.1:, You mm~.~ out 
this .sft.ernoo_ ? liD 
.Jolm: 
Jot> : 
John: 
• Tor.n: 
You saw r;n all th~ shop uindous~ c..11 t.he b.::.se of all ·:,he st ... e"'t-
ligl~ts~ engr2-· Jd t-dth a die.m)nd or sket.cr.£d in cl1·1.. co."l, du= 
pandi.ng on th~ fortUlle of the •n"i wri tha:'~7- stupid phr:1se about 
t .• 1e p11reE't and mGst bv tiful of our mdd ... ns SBducing Holo.:!erneS? 
I saK it 
k""li.. in ev:::ry SqtlBi."~~i:.hat. ~rnalc.r of. hy::rterical oJ.d men, bax-e . 
lipped childr~n, ,e,n.d WOI an st.ar.rad with scabs t-mo g~th~r arounci 
V81'7f miracle in g~s·!:.n::.::..on, you h<!J.erd thmn cont/nuall;r c2l .. ing 
on Judith?., . (Vo ha.;-1r c:.:-ieso) 
I.ist':"m to themJ,. l oth ,r natio·1. chew gum, The .. imi"s ;::~_hrays 
noed a proper na; !.! to Sl ck on,. Their adrrdration j_s only ~­
p:rate:!-:t to occu.y -thenselves wi ·h the af.f;;d.rs of other puoplo.., 
Th y vre p:· ous sc th~t they c~ o~cupy th~rnsel ":i!fJ uit.h the 
.f"'. f ,.._d ,,. h th . ,,~ ••t'hl11) a ~a..'U'S 0 vu n •·•'e '3nr :..o C Cr:v.s_, oJU<U. ••<> 
.Judithc 1~hic'1 tw.s ~~W@y;'3 mmrrrli ior us tl1!1 
ncn.:eJ•so th8 ., cr .1~ dr!\~ri .g to ·1ts close ~o nmch YE;l'rot.ll sc 
rruch tel~dnrr:, ,3 --···· l sten to t:;h~m h1J.1!11t:i~L·ing i·t,~ b~rid..11g ~ t" 
r.aking !.t a c. ;y of h!>~i..r1 ~ '/ f sterilit~-~" Thoro .. a ~"1.-·cU·· 
San,.~., 0~1 .... .....~h· nd t':1· •.e .,.~bb4 r .. ha"' c~n ·~ou do ~,.~ ~ '1~-a.u "'·J~m ·~ 1 ; . L .. ~t." abo4o "1 t.t c.~··,) ut.,~: . .i..! -:,} 
them? e.~ B3sicl s 11 Jud .th is br nty years old; she is an ac1:u:v-.,, 
lf Judith n-vn~.;.s to reccLV:- his"11., he vzill r~sceive h5.mo 
r-el.lSO...Tl f'or ner elf and chfend herself o 
The c:1l~r r <:Jon, tr~ . 
of a iT'~"sac-"'s, ::. 
id.ea :.s 1 8iC". 
th3 n lint w·3 've renched_, st.~.:rving, 
t.h~ ~:"Jrcasonable., In thc>t seru:::! . .!l 
T1'H9J. ui"fJ the ones 1iho can r-eazonc. 
o:n the e1 .. a 
t!t~ p "':ient.;:; a 
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Jossnf1: ;.:-cu i·vc~ ·;en··_ to --·.~s- J !i18 · :.1!!11~ :~ 
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Joh11: I '·ve come to ··:.:.~y tc .. nv.j .Tu lith~ .. t. c~, ;jmd .. as m~l1 tlw -, sl'.3 ''<t 
'•"04' h""'''"':~. •)~.It .·,r .·.;1"" "'r}··,.,.;: m-··~~.,.,., ... :._ ~,, :...". ,,.,;., ... ~ ~ 
'.l V ... -.,; t. ~~· # ,.._j.. 4l .. v .c.. • .. Jf..J',.;_,. f 1?'.>-.I ... O:.'l'~"t.,JI:,) I.J(,I tj'-·,_. !lltJ~··;)i' !i1U.! J n.tJl· p:t~(tJn:~ ... so 
not t-o dec.;._dn .qr,y':1l5_n~: b=Jf'or;;;:. ai-){) talka to no o .. " I =u. ·Je 
back wi'th:v1 t:1c 1.10ur ind I ha.73 my- oNn nlun~., 0!'9 Of)•~r:s the 
door<,) 1.-Jh:r~ ~ ;.;1J.€m':!E , all at once}". c A.~.l It 1F. the pl"o:>' 
c8ssirnJ .. o., ':'h2t a sj11ister ellDnco ID It, c1•:'·..-3s <.r.rt ,,u,:._:.t.:1~ 
:oudm"' thr-n t'iO:'L.'.' htibr·J.b; C}~:'J-~ thsn; j0\1. fooJ.sJ .Ju,l- thJ 
• JudithJ 
Jose:.;eh: Go., o o go.,.,., ( .Toi:m ~xi ts by C1 side dooT.'., ) 
(Scene II ~ J Of ::!hii'll; Paul.!l Jo~eph) 
Joochim: Your niecG is here? 
6) 
Paul~ Joncht:n i3 th'3 ci~.i.o.f rabb: .. oe0He c:~m ccrne to tis:.t. a lit;:.:.:e J8V.:l~~s 
Y-r"ithout g:~ving e.x;.:)lan~.t.ionso 
Joachim: lfr1~~t do 2: pla:.l t.o make of hsr? 
• - m=s-.. 
!!_~eE.h: A g:;:'!lat Ja"mss,, r,.. hGl:Ocd..:ne ~ a r,;rollla.TI beyond hap OH'll des'li5..':::-Y_~; 
a misfit., 
e.Toechim: 
Jo.achilu 
Joseph_: 
I.'.lame the Jeui.ah poopl<.1.r uho h2ve ponnced on the prophe~~y, 
For la::k of b:n'1c:d they have li:tr~d on t.h;=d:. foi.• th:e(!;o clH;yl:: e 1ol~ 
cannot :.:re:.t. a.;.y longer for it:!l .fulfill'!':mn·1io 
You <U"'\9 a ~;oabbi, I am E. b:'li"llmr, and you da-z·e · ;.alk !;.1) w.' ,;i:;cTt 
prophceif:'lS 0 J:/jt, 8S talk about inflSS fiyste:r~~~ .q 
P.ncl no douht. : tm. snpnoJe.j to believG you n·:e :.he 01.1ly 
one left? 
If yO'u ~x·e not. the ::1ost hJ-?ocritieal9 
Joachim: A"'ld rri th ·::-hos,"": ~Y·D!:J "trhich noth:i.rl..g can clond.'l you .cl.ppm:>antl;r 
Sa-3 OU::." c:i:t.y libere5:i~d f.l'o."n th~ siege:~ p.;."ld fru~n de~:'Cl""J.Ction: 
cur coJ.nme::•Cf!J nourisru:~.g, th.c: Jm-dsh peop:t.s uall,.,fed • .md fnt ~? 
1:Jith th~ 0!1ly ~, .. Gasonahle Jeuish nos'3:> ym.:. smo1:1 .. s~_ri:1r~r.:i::r1: 
and nmrers? 
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Josephs I see around me starv~tion Bnd pestilence. The slightest breeze, 
from north or from south, reminds me that between Holoternes 
and us an enny of corpses is also beseiging us. • • But my 
people saving itself b.1 the tricks of savages, by inf~ ---
that, I'm sorry, I do not yet seeo c0 
Paul: 
Joa&ph: 
What do you see then, that stands between today 1s fam:Uy and 
tomorrow's merciless massacre, when your niece will no 
lmger be dealing with the military leade_r, but with the 
brute? Do you see what the middle clas~out of its cowardice, 
calls in every calamity "the miracle?" LDo you see our dead 
rising up from the trenches to answer our appeal, angels fight-
ing with fiaming and unbreakable swords in front of the in-
fantry, and apoplexy or remorse striking datm the enemy general 
in the nick of time? No doubt at the bank, this is the way 
you picture to yourselves the way out of hopeless situations? 
If you wish. Let us trait for the miracle~ 
Joacbims The miracle is no longer coming, Joseph~ It is here. The 
miracle is that at the end of its martyrdom this city, blind 
and deaf for two months, hears and sees at the mere name of 
your niece. It has gotten the idea of making her its leader. 
So rrmch the bettero \'hen the most terrible gear-wheels seem 
to want to gnaw at each other forever, only the finger of a 
child or of a woman can slip between them and stop the machine, 
G) the finger of David, the finger of the finger of 
Judith... J~~ 
(j) 
Joseph: Leave Judith's fingers aloneuo 
Joachim: She is here? 
Joseph t r..tsten to me: leave before she arrives.® 
~: The guards are here, Josepho 
(3) , 
Joa.chi.'ll: The canmon people have chosen Judith, and the more I think 
about her, the more I believe in Judi th0 I know your niece o 
I have observed her for yearso ~e is beautiful, and she lmows 
ito.. You must admit there is no lack of mirrors hereo Arrl 
she knows the price of beautyo The army 1s general staff is 
full of suitors she has rejected. She is rich, and she intends 
to neglect none of the advantages or the joys which fortune 
bringso . At the age of twenty she has her circle of literary 
friends and her model ram, her hospit.al and her cha.ritieso 
By the end of every day, she has caressed with her hmld a 
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stallion and a leper, and with her eyes a mediocre statue and 
a handsane sculptor~ Among sports and talentsyshe chooses 
perhaps too readily those which will l<Tin her the mcs t ·- wide-
spread successo She rides horseback like a boyo Sle 4ances1 
sanetws, in a public placeo She loves to make a brilliant 
entrance a.t the theatre, in the restaurant, $id now in that 
harmless harem they call the military hospitalo I used to be 
irritated \-Then I saw fashion dress the hair of that fine head, 
and swell that lovely throat with prideo.., Today I am ple£\sed 
by it, for in thesa imperfections the hand of God will find the 
handles by which to seize herooo 
JoseEh: Leave Judith 0s thro~t alone~ .. 
Joaehitnl And what docs she say about this choice? 
-
~oseph a We have other subjects of conversation .. 
Paul: futo •• she knows? 
-
Joseph: 
Joachim: 
Joseph: 
Holr could she help but knov? Our house is mare besieged than 
our rampartse.., It •s overf'lowing with offerings and bouquetso 
Whenever a sack of grain or a regiment disappears, a new 
variety or flowers arrives fo~~dith from the cityo..., t'le've 
gotten around to orchids today e • .. Of course she knows 1 
Is her life modified by it?~i- dress? Her meals? ~fuat is 
this perfume? It smells good in your house.. Does she write 
in her roan in the evenings? Does she receive John or Uzra 
at nightfall ~md give him her portrait? '!his passage from the 
human to the heroic, which is always carried out with the help 
of small gifts to ~iends and physical pressures on relatives, 
is it operating norma.ll.y? Doe~ she kiss John? Ynu, her uncle, 
she's taken in her arms, on the pretext of brushing your collar 
or straightening the part in your hair, and pressed you against 
herself, while you were. raving against God in this already 
sacred place? 
Sacred? 1-Yhy sacredPI trust this place will never be sa.credl 
This is the room where my father had his first heart attack, 
where Judith used to gather up her dolls and where she lost 
her first tooth, where~her mother had ~e first faintingo 
spell of her pregn2llCYo .o He oat her.e.?~re weep here, we spit 
he:reo look, I spit here! It is a holy place because it is 
human, and not sacredooo 
Joachim: It is up to Judith to decide lthich it is, not to youooo 
I L . 
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She ldll decide tonorrmr, if she ldsheso 
in a safe placeo 
This evening she is 
0 ~: I tve sent for her on your lrehalto.. Here she isuo c:.,.-...;- Cue. 3 
(Scene III- Judith, Joachim, Paul, Joseph, Jacob) 
Judith: Greetings, Joachimo Good evening, uncleo o o Do you have some 
bread for little Jacob? I picked him up on the stepso look 
at himo IJe 's dying of hungero 
Jacob: I don •t want any breado 
Judith: What do you want then, dear?q;J 
Jacob: I w.::mt the purest cmd wost beautiful or our maidens to surrender 
herself at the camp or Holorerneso 
Judith t Very goodo You 1ve learned your lesson very wello And what 
will she do there, at Holorernes • camp? 
Jacob: I don't knowo 
Judith: tVill she cut his throat? Will she dance with hill'l? 
Jacob: I don •t know o 
Judith: You're very 3W9et.l ~you won't eat any bread until then? 
Jacob: I uon •t eat any bread until then. 
Judith: And meat, will you eat that? 
Jacob: Heat? Heat? 
Judith: Uncle, give him the -ee~:~m<ea- meat ••• 
Josephs 
Judiths 
(Jacob exitso) 
D!ar little uncle, don't be upset<> He '~Y repeating what 
they te~ch him in school. u Calm down~ Ri;:h,t dovm to this 
poor rebellious lock or white hairoe o ThereW Let me ln1g 
youo o. Don •t run away • ., o I 'm sure the ch1at Z'abbi will allow 
us this little family sceneo o. It 'a too Jewish to displease 
himo.., And now, pleaseoe. leave us aloneJ 
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I (j) Joseph: Be~ra.re of Joachim, my little Judith, beg yoUooo 
Joachim: Joachim is not here., God is herEto eo 
@ Joseph: Beware of God, Juditllo o.. (Joseph exits~"~ ) 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
Joachim& 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
(Scene IV - Judith, Joachim, Paul, then Jacob) 
Indeed, Judith, God is hareo 
Then, dear Joachim, I tm afraid that he may have the wrong 
add.J:oess., ® 
~t 's be more frank.,cDThe prophecy says: the purest and most 
beautiful., It does not say the most modesto 
Dbes its~ the most frivolou~the most coquettish, the most 
changeable? I'm all that too. Balieve me.. Hy horses and my 
dresses deceive the crowd., You haven •t conw to award a beauty 
prizeo 
If you know someone more worthy, name herG 
It would be rather cowar~ ~ paint out a friend for such a 
doub».f'ul. adventureo :9esides, must one call attention to 
purity, to brUliance? 
To the blind world, yes, and to the glittering 938 of God., 
I am waiting for the names., 
Any womtm who has such audacity will be beautiful and pure, 
whatevEll" her face and her boczy may beo That's what the pro-
phecies meant to sayo 
I fear not, Judith!Y The letter of our books is implacablao,.., 
Our God is not a Greek god., I-Ie does not speak in riddles and 
puns., He calls every being by its name and by its heart, 
both the ermine and the goato 
That's curious., I don't yet hear Him call Judithe 
Do you hear him name t·1artha~th, Esther, or any of your 
other friends? Bbr weeks I hsve been scrutinizing themJ one 
by one, like a horse-dealer o or those beauties and those 
virtues without stain, I know now the m-inkl.es. the lovers, 
even the gumso Few of their smiles do not reveal the scurvyo 
let you show me one tooth which is not gleamingo 
® ~IM x's s ! -.....k.wo ~s 
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Judith: Then look among theJ more modest classes~ng the minor 
civi-l servants, for example: flawless fingernails end vir-
ginity abound there. 
Joachim: Judith I 
Judith: Or 2.mong the workarso Be more democratic 0 .,., You insist on 
believing that God reserves heroism and holiness only for the 
best faJililies., CUr history is turning into a dictionary of 
who 1s who. It 1-1as a shipowner's son who killed Goliath and a 
banker's nephew who made the sun stand stillo. o 1he eA"Ploits 
that are left to accomplish for our people, it would really 
be more fair to distribute, not to birth o money, but to 
someone £rom those anonymous tribes which vegetate mnong the 
chosen peopleo Give the family of Levi a ehance-o 
Joachim Save your cleverness~It is prer :I.JOly those outcasts 1-dlo 
choose you. 
Judith: '.lhe choice of those t-1hom God does not choose is without interest 
Joachim: I must admit that I did not expect to see you resist the voice 
of God., 
Judith: I repeat that God's voice is not for mefJJ Ever since the city 
has thought me charged with its salvation, do you think I 
haven •t tried to seize upon a sign addressed by God to me? 
Addressed to the great and timid Judith, such as I see 11'\V'Self., 
to the little and proud Judith, such as He must see meoeo 
'llie snallest sign would hr-ve been enougho 
Joachim: A burning bush? Your uncle with a halo? 
Judith: A l~essJ A 't<1ordJ The echo of a worcU Hhen I was a 
child, and He ordered me to stend with my face motionless and 
raised tot-rard the rain, when I was a little girl already care:.. 
ful of her hands, and He ordered me, just before a dancing 
class, to cut my nails to the quick, the childishness of my (§) 
mi.ssion, the childishness of His divinity didn't frighten Hillioeo 
(&\anent by Joachim) Do I frighten you? 
Joachinu No, you reassurG meo Continue., 
Judith: Among all the sun •s rey{f one ray all at once had 8. special 
color: it was Pis gaze., In the argument betl-Teen my nm-se 
and my m1cle over the best l-I~Y' to do the waslrlng there slipped 
in all at once. smong the words of starch, soap. and lalm.dressef}, 
an unexpected 1-1ord1 gleaming, which vas His wordo I won 't 
CD ~ b )l' s s e.. 4-o ~ p\-E... 
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tBl.k about the caresses o f His hand, all of w11oee secrets 
I lmow, .fran their coolne1.1s to their burnin~ He doesn't 
even have the excuse ot not knowing rrr:r na111e.r-V He lm<..'VS ito 
'\'tranty times, for frivolous reasons, He hafJ murmured '.t or 
e:•j.ed it 1n my e;u-. with that rainboW rer-®ance which ~.s God's 
ac <?nto.., Today 1 nothing.(2)I bent ever. closer over "'flY '~:')U!l·'~d 
men, t~linking the.t he might signal m~ with broken flngeb: 'l 
throub pierced-aut eyes, speak to me through •mtmd:n I even 
provokcu ·~.::d.ls 1 but all they said was only words, CT 1 Y 1 •oUl.'le'..i 
men •s criss, Tt-10 of them died in my arms, and I h~,ld c·.J..v 
deat.ho oo 
----. 
Joachim: 'lhis great silen~ll, this great absence, does not reach Yt~~~~ 
(Jacob appears at the door. ) 
@ 
Paul: vmat do you wan.<~ now? (Jacob puts the ~ meat on ths tablco) 
Jacob: I don 't want meat d. ther. 
Judith: But you're hlmgry, de.' \' 5 
Jacob: I don't want any cheese or any cakes. 
Judith: lire you permitted a kiss trotll Judith? 
Jacob: If it's against the r~st, no. 
Judith: On your pretty little mouth it would be against the fast, but 
there, on yom- neck, behind your ear, :i.:l's perfectly all right ... 
.And an apple, would you like an apr.•leW¥e still have an apple 
in the house. 
Jacob: An apple? 
Paul: Keep your a::-ple. You lmow perfectly well he 'U be forced to 
bring it back to you right aw~. 
Judith: Run along, then J 
Jacob: 1-~aybe en apnle.o<:JJ 
Judith: There's your apple -- now go~Jacob exits.) I'm grateful 
to you Joachim, for not telling me thet God has came to speak 
to me t..hrough the mouths of babes o 
Joachim: Through the mouth of a child childhood has just spoken to youo 
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The fact that all our children, in order to be wortny of you, 
have been forcsd for two days to confuse famine with fasting1 
that should be enough to persuade you. o o 
Judith: Children don't knou what happens between -a girl and a giant 
shut up alone in a clcs ed room. 
Joachim: Do you know yourselff 
Judith: Approximately. All one night I fought Goliath in a drea111o o o 
Joachim: lmo was the winner? 
Judith: During the night, he was. When I woke, I was. 
Joachim: Bad training, but a good omen •• o Besides, if you are afraid 
of the fight, you increase your chances of wi.nningi]) (The apple 
thro-wn from outside falls at Judith 1s feet 0 ) 
Judith: I beg you, look elsewhere. I've heard that in one of the 
lower streets a girl has be~n visited for several dayso Scars 
have appeared on her chest and her tongue, and she bears my 
name., That is surely the real Juditho On my skin, the 
divine ink leaves no mark ••• 
Joachim: I have seen that Judith. She is on( ~ yed, and her wounds are 
sup">urating0 
Judith: You have plenty of time to cure hetPto make an attraction of 
her imperfectionse 
J oaehim: Time ?c.J) 1rJhat time? 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
Time to suffer, to conquer. 
To suffer, 9erhapso The Jew can reach a degree of thll1ness 
unknown to other paopleo To conquer, no. 
There is a rumor that Holofernes lacks ammunition~1thet he has 
to hammer down his jeweals for arrowheadso 
1't 
So that hG will wo~d ~ only with platinum and gold? There 
is indeed such a rumo~ It was lore who started ito.. '&It 
the opposite is true. ·We no longer have a sin~le arm! 
And those thirty thousand Syrians who ware on their way? 

Joachim: 
Judith: 
Joachi.m: 
Judith: 
Paul: 
Judith: 
Judith: 
Paul: 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
Joachim 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
They arrived this morning, but as reinforcements for himo 
So much the better for our army(!) Its merit 'ldll only be the 
greater} 
Our army? Olr army no longer exists, Judithl 
\>Jhat are you saying?@ 
'!he truthJ 
the truth of rabbiso 'lhe truth of officers is scmcthing elseo 
The truth of officersPlvould you believe one of them? John, 
for instance? 
\'Illy John? 
J"'~ ':1:-~~~;;a_.ll:l.;~:ffl'tier---tile""i"llU:seo ~he~ him in the next roa{j) 
talld.ng to yam- uncleo.. Shall I call him, and ask him our 
question? 
- ) 
It•s useless~? I don 1t believe youo 
You would believe hi:mcfJ You lmow John? He is one of your 
friends? 
Yes, I lmow Johno 
You hrve been seen often with him? 
I am often wi. th himoci) 
You h~ve been seen riding with him~cing with him? 
I have been seen dancing with him, laughing r1ith him(V lllt 
I have not br~en seen kissing him, taking pleasure in his 
arms --- for thrt we searched out solitude or shadow • 
., 
He is your fiance, you love him? 
lind if he were? 
Then leave us alone with John. It you are hesitating because 
of him, we ~v.tll know how to convince himo•o 
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Judith: Convince him to do what? UJ 
Joachim: To let you go as a her o1n\ll1 to t2.ke you back as a sainto 
Judith: A saint with a stain? 
Joe~.chim: Who are you to dare to speak to me like this? 
Judith: ~-lho am I? You '11 find out. John will tell you. It is indeed 
God who sends you so th't I too can question him in .front of 
you.. He isn •t my fiance and I d0n •t lmow whether I love him .. 
He won •t tell you anyt,hing about me trhich James or Hark or 
f 3ter couldn't tell you too, or any of my other friends who 
can dance and ldss as t-rell as he; but 't-rhen he has anSlfered 
me, you will doubt that I am the one designated by the pro-
phecy .. 
Jo~chim: Paul, call JohnfV(Paul brings in John.) 
John: 
Joachim: 
John: 
-
Paul: 
-
John; 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
(Scene V- Judith, Joachim, Paul, Jolm) 
~ou asked for me, Paul says. What do you ~t of me? 
I want to ask you two questions .. 
I tm. onJ.:Y a captain., Hy lmowledge is nothing compared to yourso 
Even a lieutenant can answer these questions. 
At your serviceo 
John, I beg you, ansver and don't lier? Even if the anSller is 
cruel for you, evan if it lowers both you a."ld me, answer.. 'lhe 
salvation and the honor of the city are at stakeo 
You dcm •t believe th~t my question is more urgent (9 
c_Gi 
OhJ of' course l Ask it quickly o o .. 
John., is it true that this morninP,what was lett of our guard 
rebelled against and killed its of.N.cers and went over to the 
enemy? 
A liel 
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Joachimz Is it a lie that at noon our sacred bstallion was stricken 
with panic and fied, abandoning its !lag in broad daylight? 
~ saw it lying on t.he ground outside ths city walls J 
Judith: 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
John: 
-
Judith: 
Jolm: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
-
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
It's falseo I swear •• o 
In short, John, is it true that there remains no one trust-
worthy to defend the city except that band of old custCITls 
officials who are scarcely sufficient in peace-time to pre-
vent housewives from smuggling in butter? .Answer meooo 
\fall?., o • answer 1 By a wordl A phrase J 
U) 
You are cruel. 
Cruel? Save yourself' the trouble thenJ \·1here were rrry eyes? 
Your answer was written in your faceJ 
Thank God for that •• e 
n:, you also thank Him for being defeated ?l.d,) 
Take careo It is by your mouth that that word enters the city 
for the first time~ 
I'm not afraid of words~ And your whole body cries that wordo. o 
Be more kind with me o 
So you are defeated~Our proud ~ is an army of defeated 
meno Our captains with t.heir double and triple helmets, our 
handsome, decorated lieutenants, are defeated menl 
He are less handsome, aren 't we? 
Hideous, you are hideous l(f) And discolored.. lrlha.t a leprosy 
defeat makes of a uni.formlu o And in the eyes of a soldier, 
are there two looks that rnsemble eavh other more than de-
feat and cowardice? 
@ 
Don't exaggerate .. · I can still look you in the eyes'o 
If you really saw me, you l'rould lot-mr your eyes.@\r you saw 
what I am· at this moment, from head to foot, our country 
ridiculed, our trust made filthy, you lYOuldn •t be able to en-
dure rrr:r -presence, you would run away, es fast as you did from 
the enemyo I sa.w you a little while ago in the street" Child.rml 
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Johnr 
Judith: 
Jolm: 
-
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
-
Judith: 
Joachim: 
Jolm: 
-
were running up to you, women were cheering you. They were 
cheering, they were touching de.feat(D You gave a kiss to a 
little girl9 You had no right.. It was the worst kind of lie, 
the vtorst thettl You lmem you were defeated and you gave her 
a ld.ss. 
You give them only "tmen you •ve 11on? 
Oh defeat, you illuminate ~Jthing!~e defeated ramparts 
in ruins, the defeated dog howling, every defec>.ted face of' 
an old man or a child -- a halo inflames them. Only the de-
feated soldier is so terribly dullo l!..very nag and bugle and 
medal have suddenly turned to dirt~ 
(£> 
1fuat do you went? Don't come near mel 
Let me touch you too, so I can feel the cold of defeated 
armor! And ld.ss you, so I can have on my lips the taste of 
defeAted skin! 
You are young, Judith. 
~ ·!hat will I lmow wen I •m older? 
That for the real soldier, there is no such thing as victory 
or defeat, disgr~ce or gl~: there is only the battle, of' 
which they ere the faces lighted or in shadow. 
Are you in battle right now? 
I was in battle unti l noon. I return to the battle when I 
leave you. I c~n treat myself to this moment of sweetness4 
® Ir the army is defending the city with irony these days, I 
can SGe why they lost. 
That 1s enough, Judith~ 
Let Judith speak, Johno This evening she is first among our 
soldiers. 
. (j) 
Then let her not insult defeat. Let her cease her lamentations 
over ruined businessmen, outraged housevrives, and sl:"(.,Jf i ~ 
centers in fiameso Yes, she is loold.ng a.t a defeated mail@ 
But a defeated mc>n cen see in all its childishness the Wf'Y in 
which nature, women, ~nd honesty ceaselessl7 blackmail the man 
CD ~ t'..l-h 1,1 1 s ci-<....0 (') A. . 0.. l t t-Ile · 
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who tries to be noble. Everything in this uorld is a limi-
tation on the soult jo~ • £riendship, victory~ everything ex-
cept defeat. She is ·looking at a man who is .finally free J 
all the reP.l forces of this world ··- lies, vengeance, 
poisons and vice -- are at my command, and despite your fine 
phrases, you whom I loved, your insult to the defeated man 
is as pointless as a smile for the victor. 
Judith: And is simple language also at your command? (!) 
Joachim: And are you also liberated from God? 
John: Our God has always deserted lost cause~ the nick of time. 
He '11 be g:rate.ful. to us for insulting Him so that we don •t 
compromise Him in our defeat. B3sides)Urudith is still here, 
if I understand correctly, to save God's investment. 
Judith: Yes, she is here J 
~: Be quiet, JohnJ 
John: Nothing l can say could add to pride like hers. 
Judith: \'lhet have I done that you talk to me like this-/1Jrs it a crime 
to have dreamed that the Jetilsh name should be th~t o£ a race 
of conquerors? Is it my fault, if your comrades abandon to 
women their duty snd their honor? 
John: They abandon nothing to you, in (my case. The image they have 
of you, the pride they have in knowing their lives embellished 
by the mere fact of your life, all that is destroyed if yo~ 
think yourself the maiden of the prophecy '.i'hat 's enougho 
'Ihe co d question --~ your question, JudithJ Ask itl 
.. Tudith: There is no p co question.c9 
John: The most beautiful of our msidensl •• o Are you really the most 
beautiful? You give off the reflection of luxur.y end gold, 
you are blinding; by some S!lell you hsve given your whole 
body th~t glow which, in other people, God reserves for the 
face. From a distance, ..,Aod is deceived. Bravo, Judith! lie 
must be saying u~ there~ But such meticulous priests should 
not be deceivedo wok at her~ Joachim! Can you really say 
that Judith 's b<1auty is holy or eternal? look at the pulse 
beating in.her t~les, at the dilatin~ of her nostrilso She 
is only an~= - of passion nnd humanityo I '11 bet th~·t later 
on Judith will groil thinner or fatter... Her beauty is only 
that of a momentJ 
:;?~<a>) 
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Judith: The moment canes at the right time o 'l'hG't •s all that 1 s necessary. 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
-
Judith: 
John: 
-
Judith: 
John: 
-
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John2 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
lltou were more modest when it was 52:. ar>preciation you wented, 
Juditho Then what distrust of your charms, what excuses for 
the slightest shortcoming of your features 1 o •. • But for God, 
anything goesl 
I will be the most bf autif'u~ tonight, I swear ito 
Don't just stand there, rabbi.lbWe are committing a crime 
against God and against Judith I Come with me and let's look 
for the maiden designated by the prophecy without any pre-
conceived ideas o iie will find hero 
Joachim has already looke@ The next most beautiful maiden 
has only one eyeo 
And the next purest maiden is a pros\11.utefVCh city, oh 
people, if we must perish, let us perish honestlyJ Cbd will 
not be as indulgent as Joachim toward con~rived situation~ 5 
You are not the virgin of the Script~e, . .Judith, and you know 
ito 
I no longer know it. 
Joachim, ask her then where she was barely two weeks ago, 
at this hour, after leaving the hospitalo 
··Jhere was I? 
In my armso 
~ In those puppet's arms, in those defeated arms? 
In these arms which pressed you, beneath this mouth which 
held yours a prisQner J CD 
ftlld no doubt I ga,.e way to you, I was all yours? 
You're not simple enough for thato hverywhere I attacked, 
WhB.t is most guilty in Judith rushed to her defenseo o o But 
perhaps God likes his virgins prep~red and palpitating! (B 
You are the one i-iho is sitfiple, m;y friend, and naive~ 
/o • I am only someone who leaned upon you once~ from sudden fatJ.gue 
and love. 
Listen to him, Joachim;:t1iisten to the very model of those 
inoffensive suitors who take advantage of a kiss given between 
ff) J o 'h n Y 1s se 
J U d I 'f-h b CLC..lc $ S i?_ Cl.A.oCUj {'t-orn h IIY) 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Paul: 
John: 
two po~ted pelms ~t p dpnce, in order to c~use a sc~ndal 
between the bride and groom at the weddingo 
I'll be silent then for the s~ke of your groom Holofernes1 
llolofernes does not exist)DThere exist only ways of suf-
fering pnd of rede ·:ptirm which beer his naneo If I lerve this 
even in~?: to go to him, it is to th<".m tho>t I go. ~n •t try to 
fpve me with insults. I'm not the onlv girl who has kept her 
b~auty ~nd her purity const~ntly on the alert, not for c man, 
but for ~ great moment of histor~. 
Holofernes is e man/P 
ThF.t's enough, JohnJ G!/ 
Holofernes is e gisnt.(1) :~is hands rtre gic>nt handso His fingers 
are giant, the joints of his fingers are gipntq 
Judith: OhJ have pity on m~1 Don't you see th:-t my only stren!;th 
is to surrenuer myself to f~te without t~inking, without 
imagining? Let Joechim slau~hter me; but don't hr-v'3 the cowardice 
to restore to my action its consciousness end its dreadful 
humpn detailso Yes, I let you struggle uith me sometimes in 
the sh~dow, but I thovght I wes struggling with a victoro 
I SP.e nm1 th:-t a 1 · er 's embrace has left no me?rk. 1·Jhere I 
feel most pure is who•·e your. h!'nls rmd your lips touched meo 
\<Jhat business is this of _yours? You heve nothing to d"> with 
rnv lifeo You yourself must suspect that you are of that race 
ot lovers that one c2n caress for ~n evening, that one can 
love::.. b h. h 1 i even ut w 1c one never real y marr es •• o 
John: Oh Judith, let's not think about wh~t humanity mi~~t be like, 
if only the real marriages had teken placeo 
Judith: 
John: 
,Tudith: 
John: 
Judith: 
Enough comolainingo Here is my question: is Everything lost? 
F.hough pi tv for you. EV~rvthingo 
There's no lon~er anything th~t can help? 
~ +u-s ~ ,. 
nothing. Only priests, wol"len, t.he f'..er1>tmes- in women's womb&.. 
T.folofcrnes will ::>ttack the city at dewn ~md annihil?te ito C::i7 
\~oever is ~oin~ to the enemy camp to S2VP- the Jewish people 
h~d better hurryo It must be done toni~hta 
:Vhl't · time is it, Joachim?@ 
1\ighi. A1.1. 
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Judith: Thank you. John ..,. __ only you C()uld help mP- decideo I'm gomg"P. 
Jo2chim --- do you still accept me~ 
JoachL~: I ~ccept you. 
Judith: Take care, you are responsible.~ok ~t me thoroughly once 
moreo Do your worko Touch my sld.no Pinch my earlobe. Let 
me tell God Hhat I 've already told John$ l·tv' nose is too 
affecting, not witty enough. i'-'{r eyelashes are too thick. 
Hy thighs are t."o narrowo The thickness of my eyela.shes 
especially used to shock John. 
Joachim: Be calmo '!ou are the most beautiful. 
Judith: .No one has yet seen me withol~t clothing. But you guarantee 
to God and the people th~t my kne(S are smooth, my feet un-
scarredo lind my throat --- {how important throats are, on 
such historic occasional) --a you swear· that it is the longest 
and most finn •• o 
Joachim: Be ealmo Your calmness is also necessaryo 
Judith: And you also swear that_ I am the most pure~ Because r hn\re 
not loved a single one or the young men who surrounded me, 
because I loved them all ~nd couldn't choose among them •• o 
Because I imagined them all in my life, near me, pressed 
against my body, against lf19' soul, and I did not wish to con-
demn myself to only one of them, because I leaned upon all of 
them, without distinction, in the ni~ht, disturbed either by 
a storm, or by their strength, or by their turmoU 1 or by the 
down on their wrists, or by the arch of their tenples; be-
ceuse I have been faithful to my idlftl of voluptuousness and 
unfaithful to ~"handsome young ~~ I am pure, and God has 
chosen me? 
Joachim: He h~s chosen youooo Are you ready? 
Judith: I'm ready o Give me a moment to imPgine a world in which every-
thing is less beautiful and less pure than I, and I :ll be 
ready0 
Jo2chim: You h<VB thought about it thoroughly? Do you foresee tWecy-
thing? 
Judith: Above all, no strategies., Joeochim, no e~dvi.c9~ If you have 
your plan of what I show.d do, keep still.., .L don •t even 
want to know my own plsno--I too hr-ve been defeatedo frf God, 
I hopeo I only know thC~t all the :;lnger, all the hatred and 
venge:mce, all the taste for blood and adventure, which I 

hive pushed awey .from me until today -- it was in order to 
lu:;ep my provision of it intact and pural Already, in advance, 
through tho,Jsands of facets, JOT eyes foresee everything., 
Joachim: Farewell then, Juditl':o 
Judith: Judithl I see your Judith, stUl veUed1 impenetrableo Ahl How I'd love to lmow what she is, what she thinksJ 
Joachim: ~d do you see Holo:f"ernes at his fllthiest, drunkenly' insult-
ing the Jews and their God? 
Judith: I see him. 
Jo~dl im: Do you see the horde of his women around you, deriding your 
body, soiling your hair and your lips? · 
Judith: I see themooa I bite themJ 
Joachim: Do you see Holofernes, hal.f .. asleep, pulling you into his 
enormous . emb~ace 1 making you bend over him? 
Judith: I see him.. I touch him., 
Joachim: Do you defend yourself? 
Judith: I see a fat blue vein beating in his neck as in the neck of 
a bullo I press it with my finger., His face tums purpleo o., 
:&lto...,where mn I? 
Joachim: In the past, Juditho It 1s time to go .. 
Judith: Go? N01-r? 
Joechim: Hait until the moon rises., 'lhP.t will give you time for your 
prayer so 
Judith: 
Joac~: Are y0u c0ming, John? 
~: No, I'm staying here I 
Judith: Yes, let him stayJ1£or the ch1mging of the guardo (Joachim end 
Paul exito) 
(Scene VI- Judith, John) 

Judith: Because the new guetrd takes over now, doesn •t it, John.PNight 
takes over from de~y-; girls from handso:ms captains; and God 
takes over frc.m men. Night and God have given me their pass-
word, one very black, the other blinding0 .And the handsome 
captain has nothing to ssy., ... 
John: Stay where you nre~irting with suffering disgusts me~ 
Judith: Wh8t do you do, what do you say to each other, when someone 
coming back from the battle meets someone going to it? 
John: l!le avoid touching each other a Do you hear me ,f let go of TflY' 
hands! 
Judith: Don't you look each other fUll in the race for a moment, each 
with his immense tenderness, his immense pity---tenderness for 
the one going toward death, pity for the one returning towBrd 
life? 
Jof!.n: '!bank you for your pity. 
-
Judith: Thank you for your t~ndemess.® 
John: One last time, you tve m;:de your decision? To seve this brutal 
people, these dishonorable pr~ests, these ugly children, you 
are going? 
Judith: Adjectives at a time like this? To try to save this people, 
these priests, these children, I am goingooo 
John: Nowa 
Judith: Now. I told you, it's the chanlti.ng of the guardo 
John: All right, question me~ 
Judith: wb:;>t is the pasmtord? tv 
John: You can't guess? It 1s your nerne~And Jehov2h 's nN!le is lucky 
enough to begin with the same letter, so they've chosen it 
for e battle cry. He's congratulating ~imself right n·ow, up 
thAreJ 
Judith: By what gete. a ·lould I leave? 
John: 
. . 
By the gate opposite us. The watchman hes been warnedo He'll 
give his crry and open it for you .. 
Judith: '•!here is the tent or Holoferne€ ? 
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John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
-
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
Z.~orth, due northfV 
How well I understCJnd him A He loves to see the cities he 
besieges b~thed in sunlightl 
1dll you be able to find the north in the darkf 
~ery little girl learns that in school~ You caress the trees. 
The moss tells you which way !s north. 
That's right. Caress the trees~ &!brace the trees as you 
whisper them the password. There are still some big ones, the 
size of giantse And deny them afterwerd, poplars or oaks, if 
they claim to hrve known your embrecel 
Is there a road, a path? 
!~o. Follow the second stream which blocks your way. Don •t 
drink f r_an ito It 1s poisoned. :O,n 't leave with these shoes, 
even the ariest battlefield has rotten parts; and take a cloak, 
the heart of a summer night is ice~ :iill you be afraid?_ 
I have never feared either the desert or silenceo 
Count neither on the desert nor on the silence~~~~ ~~n or 
fifteen paces, you will stumble over stretched-out 
cold or still lukewarm, mute or wailing, but aU full. Don't 
worry about it. The battlefield cries out, dreams aloud, 
weeps; and it movE& too, imuerceptfbly. 
The tent is far? C!::?/ 
One league, by this routeco 
Are there prowlers, wild beasts? 
Tnild beasts? It's still a little early for them.tDOnce in a 
while, perhaps, a shadow with a quiet laugh, a velvet shadow. 
Don't be afraid. It 1s only an ol-rl. It's also posflible that a 
monster may rise up out of the earth laughing madly ---
there's a lot of lau~hing, you see, in this kind of country---~+-
andAmay charge at you on thr~e legs. It's only a wounded 
horse. Hit it with a stick, especially on the broken leg, and 
it will run aw~ ••• ~s for nrowlers, it's possible. Take 
a da!?:ger. Hereooa 
So ••• a cloak and w2terproof shoeso~ Thet's all the advice 
you hf'Ve for roo ? 
® ~n x'sd r 
@ Je_.h (\ 'y I $ U c_ -...J...o .Jud \ ~ 
J.,hn: 
-
Judith: 
John: 
JudithJ 
John: 
Judith: 
,John: 
-
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
-
That's all I hlN'e to say. 
You haven't told me how to killo 
Hew to kill? 
Yes, with a sure blow, with a dagger like yours? 
How to kill oneself, you meaniD 
No, no, teach me the active voice before the passiveo 
Follow your inspir~tionJ One teaches women neither to murder 
nor to loW 0 They find by instinct the point in our bodies 
where pleasure lies, or death. Reach out your hand, you '11 
find ito 
How does one kill? 
'lha.t depends! 
On what? 
ext the time you h> ve, or on a snrprise. 
I'll have plenty of timeo 
Then over the heart, with your thumb on the blade and with 
an upwerd motion. 
:-Jhere is the heart~cJhat 's the matter? Hhy this anger? 
I admire the fastidious mind thFt keeps house for this great 
soulJ~d how a girl can look a misshapen giant in the ·race, 
you want to know th~t too? And how s virgin can save the 
essence of her virt;inity in a forced union, I am to reveal that? 
And you WPnt a lesson in love? 
~s, that would be a helno 
I ju~t hap~en to hPve the person you nee~ (He goes to the 
inner dooro) Are you there, Susanna? 
lmo 's there? @ · 
A woman hrs coroo with me Judith, to save you, end to save USo 
You don't know her, she's of the lowest class. But she must 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
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see youo It's my l~st wish. Listen to her. 
Judith: Nat'fadays it 'a the survivors who hc-ve last wishes? 
John: Receive this woman~ o At crucial moments, other beings are 
only parts of our own inner harmony... Just this once, listen 
to that part in you which is sweet and shameful. o o I '11 be 
waiting outsideo(VC<4Qe in, Susanna@(Jolm shows in Susanna, 
and exits.) 
(Scene VII- Judith, Susanna) 
(j) 
Judith: Who are you? 
SusannE 11 A friend • 
..-.,;;;,==· 
Judith: I 'm afraid you've come at the wrong time. Today is not exactly" 
the day for friendship. 
fusanna: 
Judith: 
Susanna: 
Judith: 
Susarmc8 
...;.;.;..;-.=· 
Judith: 
Susanna: 
A woman who admires you. 
Nor is it the day for admiration, which today is too similar 
to an insul to 
A woman whose life is the ooposite of yourso 
WhPt sort of life is that?_ 
I have lovers.(§)I give nzy-self~I sell myself~Of all the names 
one should not know, mine is the best-knowno 
For that reason you hPve the ri~ht to speak to me, this eveningo 
\1h?t do you want? 
To seve you. 
Judith: To save the maiden who s~ves the vill~~e. I see that humility 
is not vour only characteristic. 
&sanna: .Am I beautiful, Judith! 
Judith: For the sake of your profession, let's hope so. 
Susanne: Plea!'eo Icok at me~:Jhat do you see? 
Judith: It doesn't mP.tter. The line hPS just been di-mm under the 
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total of human eyes 2nd noses th~t I am to know. 
Susanna: But look at me, Judith1 'lhe beauty I heve is ~mething like 
yoursiV I know, my beauty hides nothing else.;.. But still, 
I have something like your beauty. I •ve been told sc a hundred 
times. I'm also your sizeo Despite their disdain, your eyes, 
in order to look into mine, cannot be raised or lowered one 
inch •• o And my voice ••• · 
Judith: Your voiceo 
Susanna: ftr voice, of course, unlike yours, hides no thoughts, no fine 
silences. But it is your voice. 
Judith: You •ve been told so a hundred times.P:."'By whom? 't-Jhat man? 
Susanna: Wh£ t :nan? 'l'tYenty men. .All those handsane young men you allowed 
to press against you, one fine evening, by the light of a full 
moon or thr't of a burning building; the one who swem for two 
hours in the D9ad Sea in order to remove from it some noating 
seaweed thrt spoiled your view; the one from whose glass you 
drank, under a grape-erbor, and to whose hand you suddenly 
touched your lips, red this time not from rouge, but from wine; 
all the ones whC,oh the shadow of your desire pulled toward 
you, only to p~ them away with greeter violence; all the ones 
who in the end3fiung tnemselves into my arms, loold..ng for 
forgetfUlness, for vengeance, and who, amid sobs and caresses• 
called me Judi thrv. 
+cJ~lS{h'"L Judith: It 1s their password tea.ay, too. 
Susanna: Every day, for a yer>r, I hl:!W secretly increased our resemblance 
I've folloWEd you, following Bt the same time some lovero. I've 
forced you t~ speak by jostling a~ainst you, so that I could 
hear your voiceo I know how you say: "~lfait, thet woman is 
listening to us," or "I detest whores with that tender look. n 
I've copied your clf)tbAs., l'.ot to pleese your suitors. But 
to be your slr-ve. Evtrey time I encountered you, even if only 
one day had gone by, I .felt you were even further ahead of me. 
But, weak, limited, end p()or ~s I ltas, I had the unique pleasure 
of knowing 'tihat I might be, if carried to the eXtreme of 
wealth, strength, and wit... \ofuat crime hC~ve I committed by 
doing this? 
Judith: Nothing serious : theft. 
Susanna: I haven •t stol.a1 disdain &:nd pride from you., ~t in order _to 
bear the cont6;oo:pt for me v1hich I sensed in yo~ only hnd to 
imagine what resignation would be like in you. And I lle'Tt" 
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borne your cruelty with your own sweetness, your luxury with 
your own modesty., I l am' been happy a • ., I resemble youll 
._ludithooo 
Judith: In no way JD 
Susanna: You're wrong~ 
Judith : Anyone who models herself on a hwnan being cannot possibly 
resemble rn.eo 
Susanna: You were not human until tonightv 
Judith: The nip,ht is hereo Hurry., Imitate my words as wello Be 
tri.-::tfo 
Sus anna : I w<mt to go instead of YOUo 
Judith: I We'lS weiting for that.,@ 
Susanna: I don't believe the prophets0 Host of them ere enemy spies0 
Nany people think th:-t Holofernes has heard Judith prt:~ised end 
is leading her into a trap. 
Judith: 1\nd even so? And wh~t if God ga 19 him th.?t idea, which will 
be fatal for him? 
Susanna: Holof'ernes is a barbari2neD Between beauty which is a garment 
and real beauty, he tfill not be able to distinguisha (fuerE(§) 
so many Jews who know us both wanted to deceive themselves, 
he will not see the differencoo 
Judith: And God? Will God see the difference? 
Susanna: God has less passion than Juditho 
Judith: And in order to make the exchange complete~ am to take 
your place with your lover for this evening, who won't see the 
difference either? 
Susanna: You can •t put me off with tmrdst? I am too sure of my cause a 
You must understand., It •s not a question of saving your life., 
I wouldn't insult you by thin~_ng you afraid., It's ~)thing 
very different.? I.et me go. Tomorrow morning the people will 
think you've come b~ckJ and everything will be saved. 
Judith: ~~at is everyt'bing? 
,, 
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Susannat I think you lmowo Your purity. 
C:..c\ +<- <1rh • ~ • Y\ Judith: 111 purity, You too use the language o£ the ca\eeM:e1Rg0 
John brought you here to give me a more concrete lesson than 
thato You mean my Virginity? 
Susa.nna: I hcve just given all I have to the poor0 I ~'3 ilowhere else to 
sleep tonighto For once ~ profession has found an honorable 
employmsnto 
Judith: Isn •t rrry virginity necessary tonight? Isn •t that just wat 
you lack? Or has my virginity procured such joys for you 
that you prefer to ·avoid its loss? 
Susanna: <ll, Judith~when we becane wcmen, we change not only~ 
condition, but our sex, our racee I want to prese~ 
miracle which -is Judith, the girl0 
Judith: I ~ n •t know what yaur virginity was like, &ls~ut ! begin 
to understand mine. It's not 'that of a sillY girl, It's 
not inrocmce, not even purity. It is r.ny purityo It's not 
the forced or v,oluntary privatim of the senses, of f'renzies 
of joys, it is a promise livmg in me like a ch11d, a premise 
of the finest defeat, of the proudest · shameo God is changing 
it into a promise of victory, That's his businesso ~ if' 
there were SCIIleone I loved to whom I had ret'used myself untU 
todsy, I would not call him now in order that he might be the 
first • 
. 
Susanna: Judith, save J t: li:hh, 
t ~ • • 
Judith: ~>Jho says I wen •t saw h 3rl Watch ~if you want to imitate 
the real Judith I Don 't think I'm going as a sacrificial lambo 
I'm not the (Ueen of Sheba going to this ld.ng for an official 
night •s bedding, but a Jewish girl, unleashed, hypocritical 
and pitiless, and ready to defy all the laws of God, the · 
better to obey them. 
a.tsa.nna: A girl without resources, without armsl 
Judith: I'll have every open and secret weapono The one most dangerous 
for Holofernes, I already have o 
Susanna: Poison? (§) 
Judith: llot exactly. La.ngu.ageo I,lan is talkative, Susanna. Certainlyp 
I am all the varieties or Judith todayo I go as an ignorant 
guol to a vulgar~~ as a calculating girl to en unbridled 
(]) ~1"1-h X 1s d rc.-
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general, as the messenger of a city to a conqueror. .lht 
above all I go like a chUd to the temple, to answer a ques-
tion, a series of questi•:ms which I don •t yet lmow, but 
whose key is in my language. In fact~ll dq I have prepared 
myself 1 rather than for the Offering of 'tJ13' body 1 for , a kind of 
debating contest. I've taken care of my voice, I tve scarcely 
eaten. What I feel is less the dazzlement of the martyr, than 
the secret pressure of discourses, of chains of reasoning~ 
destined to p~e I don •t lmow what, but which I will prove. 
With a phrasejV Susanna, I hDVe already convinced more obsti-
nate men, ba..ffied the desire of men more frenziedo W1 th a 
word and a smile. So you see? This night may be the tri-
umph of the smile . f ar if I must, I will smUe • .,. Are you. 
weeping? . 
&sanna: For so much r W8t'tnes J and so much violence sacrif'iced tar 
nothing. 
Judith: 
Susenna: 
Judith: 
ltr viol.encefY Ch then, Susanna, you don •t understand rrry suffer-
ing any more than Jolm or the rab • ~ I suffer to see 
the people, and the army, and God Himself confide to me their 
brilliant mission, I thought thet you --- a woman -- would 
h2ve guessed. It's because, in the solitude of rrry nights, 
in the tunrult of my· days, I had long E~ confided that mission 
to myself o I waited too long, I had too J!Dlch confidence in 
our soldiers... \<Jhy' does God ~t to take away my own merit 
by overwhel.m:i.ng me with glory~This God, who has all of 
eternity for himself, . amuses himself by stealing my effects 
one minute before they are madeo ctJ.Fhow fine my journey by 
night would have been, &I.sanna, not marked out like the track 
for a rmmer, but when rrr:r first enemy would have been the guard 
at our own gates I Uo one in the city would have known that 
the weakest and most anonymous o:t its daughters was going to 
Holofemes to find victory or death - for it is thus that I 
would have left, one moonless ~ght~ caressing the watchdogs 
to keep them quieto I .see that ane must not he.ve the same 
ideas as the prophets.<1> They insist on their rights... With 
roy girlish pride, I thought God was more modest. I w the 
idea we.s His. He thought ~~ was mineo He is avenging Himself l 
Judit..hl 
And rrr:r sweetness I Lucky Susanna, to find sweetness in what rn"' 
I've said todayo The sweetness of ruin, of hatred. Come hereoo 'f2; 
Yes, let me embrace youi9 Don •t grow stiff. • • to!lat perf'ume I 
It •s mine, isn't it? I no longer snell ed it on mys.elt. Fare-
well, perfumel And this necklace is the twin of mine, but I 
no longer sew it on myself. Farewell, necklacel It is 

through you that I tdll take leave at all these familiar 
things, and ot n: Jatl.t. •• Less stiff'ness, Susanna, be more 
supple... Is this your first lesson 1n tenderness? Since 
this is perhaps rrt3' last evening, learn, you E 1on1 among men 
and llcnen, what Judith's sweetness ean be., See 1t it •s reall,y 
her sweetness you a ~ve to those desperate men fleeing frcm 
me. You spoke to them tull in the face, like this, you 
gent]3' pulled l 1ack their head by the hairo Farewell, my sort 
skin, farewell rrr:r burning, icy eyes, farewell l'fiT lips ••• 
How much better it is to s~ goodbye to myself in a sister 
than in a· mirror.,.. Ch ~~only my eyes, when they are 
opened, might see thl sunl 
SUsa.nnaJ You will be saved, Judith J 
Judith: And now, I'm going/;> 
Susanna: No, no J 
Judith: Cb1 stupid wcrnan, will you never understand God 1s voice? 
Your dagger. 
Susanna J What dagger? 
Judith: Qi..ve me your dagger. I felt it on you., I have no weapon. 
Susanna: Here. 
Judith: Your poison. 
Susanna: Here., 
Judith: No tears, please. That 1s one weapon you can •t give me. \.Jhat •s 
that? 
Susanna: A comb, sane make-up. 
Judith: Give them to me... The city is sleeping?GY 
Susanna: The street seems empty, but beh:illd each window the face of a 
wa:nan or of sn old man awaits youo • • They're keeping all the 
children up so they can see you. 
Juditht It's their bedtime. 
Susanna: You're not leaving like this, wi thaut a cloak? 
Judith: I dal •t want to run across my 'mlCle. 
~v 1-IILrv 
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Susanna: Take mine. P. Are you wearing these shoes? The road is hariJ 
you '11 have to cross brooks and hedges. 
Judith: I '11 go slO\~]J'~ I won •t hurry. 
Susanna t You •re leaving w1 thout having eaten? Aren •t you draid you '11 
be hungry? 
Judith: Thirsty, perhaps, yes¢) 
Susanna: Take this glass of w:-tero 
Judith: Hy hEltldS are no longer my own... They wUl touch nothing more 
in this house... Help me drink, if' you wil.lo.. Thank you~ . 
(She goes toward the door o ) \that am I like, this evening~ 
Susanna: Oh1 Judith, as you always arel 
Judith: As I always am? Thank you, Susanna. That Judith this evening 
is as always, 'What a compliment for the other eveningsJ Jl.nd 
now, I must go0~(She exits~) 
Susanna: 
Johns 
-
Susanna: 
John: 
(Scene VIII - Slsanna, John) 
She 1s gone? 
Then let's put our plan into actiono There 1s not a moment 
to lose. You understand, don't you? Repeat ito 
Susanna z I run to the enfJD'Iy camp and find Sarah. 
John: Pardon me for sending you to that old procuress., What are you 
to tell her? 
Susanna: That Judith is coming .o'fld wants to see Halofernes0 That Sarah 
should manege to intel'CJpt her and prevent her from reaching 
the ld.ng1 even if she must lock her up unt:U daybreako Sle 
will be lrell rewarded ••• 
John: Right. You he:ve plenty of time to arrive before Judith. I 
told her the most difficul.t route/J) {The prophet appearso) 
The Prophet: Judith! Judith I Save us I (John throws him to the grotmd 

and ld.lls l11.tnc, ) 
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ACT II 
In the ca.IT¥> of Holof'ernes 
" rr 1~ ('I • 
h. • CJ'l t C..... G 
HvusE '/:2.. 
J-./c; us£ ( u.T 
(Scene I - otta, Sarah, Egono Egon ente"' as the cQl"iiain riseso) 
ot.tar 
-
~: 
Sarah: 
otta: 
otta: 
Sarah: 
otta: 
-
__G o Cu e. <a ( < n Sa ' a n S I a , 'I h-f.e I? ) 
Cane on, Egon, C')l'!e onJ For once, Sarah has an ideaJ 
It's about time 1 Our off'icers are becoming restless, Saraho 
You're cheating us on the supplies o 
I gi va you all I have. 
Exact~ .At first you gave us some charming little girls, 
£ull of curiosity and easily managedo ::Anytbi.~ "'t ell iJl .. 
~sted them, a giaat, aNd meaetaeheou Enr since famine 
took over your city, you 've brought us nothing but their older 
sisterso 
Or their grandmotherso 
Or their motherso Someone showed me one with a baby at her 
breasto 
They attack the soup like bitches, and then with their child 
within reach, give themselves without the slighest joyo 
Your widows, among others~ either lacldng in playi'ul 
spirit to an lmexpected degree, or, on the contrary, push their 
point beyond the requirements or an honest intantrymano 
It's obvious you weren't born to ynur profession. 
Certainly notcp I'm a direct descendant or Jacob. 
You surprise me then. Every great ancestor creates arotmd his 
descendants a zone of unconsciousness, or saturation, and 
ilTesponsibUity. en our way weJve found only the most u .. 
lustrious names to sneak open the city gates for us or to pro-
vide us with young boys., lt Jaco~s descendants can •t be 
good pimps, what good we.s 'Jacob?@ 
Tonight, Jacob is making up for everything. 
\'~ell then, Sareh l~our idea? t·1hat are you offering us this 
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Sarah: 
~: 
Sarah: 
ot;ta: 
-
~: 
Sarah: 
~: 
Sarah: 
F.~on: 
Sarah: 
Sarah: 
~: 
Sarah: 
Egon: 
-
Sarah: 
evening, to celebrate the annihilatiOn o£ your city? 
An amusing spectacle. 
Oh, we know your "emusing spectacles." Twelve naked wanen, 
on wose navels you project in full color their ·national fiag. · 
Crlly our I-tinister of 1l1ar in stUl interested in that. No, 
no more art shows, ncr. camp entertainment... \mat can you 
offer in a more serious veir..r? 
The most comic scene a Jewess has ever acted, or ever will 
act if you massacre them a11 tomorrowo 
. Don •t worr y~ Sarah, the~ will never be a last Jewish a~ss J(j) 
Save .Your wit, Egcn. lve '11 need it soon. 
What Jewess? Is she here? 
She's coming. 
DJes she look like you? 
Sle 1s twenty years oldo 
Another beggar? Q) 
No, a millionairess 1 and generous. All her ancestors werft 
bankers who, for three centuries, have loaned, charged ex-
cessive interest,nnd st.o.a.eu , in 9rder to create a golden pedes-
tal rc~ ~a marvel o1· cnarity and unselfishness. 
I cen see her already', with the pinched nastrgs and short-
sighted eyes one encounters only at charity~< .. ~-
l\o. In their bedrooms, all her gratdmothers worked overr an 
incredible number or pop-eyes, scaly skins, and jutting jaws 
in orrl~ to produce the finest nose and the softest eyes in 
Isrr.elo 
l-Jhy' is she coming to see you? 
She •s not coming to see meo Sle •s coming to see Holofernes~ 
Yhat are you plotting with your Jewess? Take care,. 
I h.o"l.ve nothing to do with her visito l'rr. :t.he only' one who 
has nothing to do w1 th i t~@It 1 s the Jewish people who are 

Egon: 
Sarah: 
~: 
Sarah: 
~: 
Sarah: 
~: 
Sarah: 
F.gon: 
Sarah: 
Sarah: 
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sending hero According to the prophets, they can be saved 
now only by the purest 1111d most beau+.i.f'ul of their daughters 
caning without escort to persue.de !tn.lfernes. Everyone 
thought of Juditho And she first of all. So she 1s caningo 
Good idaao It she's fieshy enough. 
You don •t understand, F.gon~. \Yh2t do you hate about the Jews? 
I'm not very original. Pride I 
And you don •t understand that pride herself is heading into 
your trap, at this moment? 
1~ •ve seen pride before. 
You think so? So far you have hmnbled only aging ld.ngs on 
decaying thrones, cowardly queens who had spent their lives 
1.nwarc:ily rehearsing the scene of their downfall1 vegetarian 
prophets, and worr•OI<t idols • . You have lavished shame only 
on wigs1 m tired eyes whose terll"s, in falling, left grease-
stains... But this girl, my friends... Hare is pride in all 
its youth; when she weeps1 when~e sweats, it's the purest 
dew o. • You are a hunter, EgonwYou lmow how evgry yo1.mg 
animal -the bab;r panther in its hole, the young fox in 
its lair-- brings something f'resh and virginal to death. 
Everything new and intact that can be brought to scandal and 
despair --- and to death, if you wish --- Judith will offer 
it to ;rou. 3\e •s D rich girl: for that reason her only 
problems have been of such a high order tht't they have had 
no different effect on her than her joys. 
Judith? Did you say Judith? 
I said Juditho n:, you know her? 
That Jewess who bribed our Arab porters last week to massacre 
the officers of the guard, uhat 1-1as her -.. @ 
Her name w~s Judi th,f 
.And she dares to come here, she who ld.lled our de@l'E!st friends? 
Think of Lamias, Otta, MY' poor Lamias, his face crushed beyond 
recognition., 
She finally interests you l 
So the one who ld.lled Lamias is com:lng I I can hardly wai to 
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I agree to everything in advanceo What torture are you pre-
paring for her? 
The only one which will have eny effect on hero Hmniliationo 
Can I receive her here? 
If you wisho 'lhe king is working or resting in his tent. 
/,::;\ 
Then you sit here. otta, give me the mantle.(?-
The mantle of Holofernes? You want her to take me for Holo-
fernes? 
Yes. l-lhen she comes, trembling ld th feaRJ but overwhelmed 
by th~d.ea of being a queen meeting a ld.ng; expecting in-
sults~repsring for them, but equally ready to play the 
Qleen of Sleba amorously influencing a new Solanon ......,. you 
will receive her instead or the ldng, and using his name. 
Why me? 
You know how to talk, and I told you she was a virginJ there-
fore she is above all talkative. You are the most capable 
of directing the comedy, of drawing out of her the :roaxi.mum 
ot trrrtr, of satisfied vanity, of nationalistic I &a'..m-singing0 u 
Think of the spectacle we '11 have when she suddenly realizes 
how ridiculous she •s made herself J .And don -~ be a.f'raid of 
having opposite you an insigni.f'icant vict~or the whole 
Jewish people has cczfided its destiny to her tonight; they're 
spending the night ori the city walls, confident that at dawn 
they'll see her leave the camp, followed by a repentant Holo-
.ferneso 
Do you m.derstand the game, F.gon ?0 
I have ~lWliY'S understood vengeancJP In a .f~nts there 
will be something truly sovereign in rrry face(fl.,l Itf) renection 
The royal robe looks good on you, tooo 
A royal robe alnays looks goode It '~he triumph of dress-
maldngo o. Are you ready, rrry friends CY Try' to behave toward 
me with that deference you. would oue to a member of the royal 
:familyo 
'lhat won't be hard: we '11 pretend you 'ra the queenc.. Divide 
up the roles, ~~· 
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Nothing simpler. We ell shower insults and threats an Judith~ 
Egan, on the other hand, will seem to be persuaded by her, ard 
little by little she will win mercy for the Jewso 
In exchange for a kiss., a simple kiss. 
Bravo for your courage/® 
Lamias loved women .. o Bu.t only blondes, like himseli" eo • I 
hope this Judith is not blonde, Sar.W, 11nd that she has not 
polished hersel! With the color of Lamias? 
:::; 
You can see for _yourself in a moment. Here she come~ o 
(Judith enterso~Egon llli the others ~retend not to notice 
her, and continue laughing and joldng.) 
(Scene II - The seme, Judith) 
Hare I ~ Holofernes. 
Hho dares pronounce the king 's name~Who are you not to know 
that the penalty for touching the king, even with words, is 
death? 
1his woman can tell you. 
Ah, you deign to recognize me, Judithl Since you had me thrown 
out of your house for bringing you a letter from an admirer, 
I've JIU'de progress, haven't I? 
Let the madam and her apprentice argue somewhere else. 
file 1s not my anprenticeo She's 1 M 1 stuc".,ying. ~e lmows 
perfectly well how to prostitute hersel£. 
What brings you here/ !fysteria, like your sisters? Hunger, 
thirst? Do yt">U want something to drink? ~""~' 
"€..~~ 
I have just drunk from the stream of · 
6) 
\ibat is she s~ying? 
I think she means:~ •ve just drtmk fran a river made red 
'With the blood of Jews, to heve their courage. It's what they 
call a memorable remark. 
If you've gone to all this bother in order to make memorable 
~ ~o.....-h ~9 \ n s OL. s Lo L.V x ~I..A.A"' d. J ~..oLd 1% 
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remarks, my dear, you're wasting your time. 'lhey were never 
any good until centuries later, and then only for actors. 
Then let those tht>t 1rere made a hundred yeers ago serve me 
nowJ 
There's another one. 
Please. Don •t go on. I've heard or seen every memorable 
remark or sublime gesture one can imcr,ine, and they mean nothing 
to me. Whrt I saw was only babbling and gesticulatiOn. carried 
ri_ght up to the g<'tes of death. You drank f'rom the stream of 
~~d so? Did you drink mud mixed with pebbles? You 
could have done thet too, but there 1s no · need to brag about 
it... Your name? 
Judith. 
Who is Judith, Sarah? 
The girl in fashion P 
Yes, she is in style. Ehe has that talent peculiar to women 
of the world which enables them, in the worst times, to taiJ.or 
their dress or their facial expression according to the fashion 
of misery, war, or famineeoo And she's quite youngo 
She •s a virgin, in fact.®No other virginity has been so de-
sired or escaped destruction so narrowly as hers; but it 's 
still a virginity.. ~e even has certificates f'rom the high 
priest... Shall I undress her? 
Touch her, Sarah, and I'll have you beaten... YOu must admit 
that she •s beautiful, at any rate, and less thin than your 
usual recruits J 
I don •t lmow how she does ito Famine dries ll:'"' the other 
Jewesses; this one eats even less than they do, to have the 
credit of giving everything away, but she hasn •t lost an ounce. 
She feeds on the greatness of the oecasiono 
tole can give her thet in abundanceo Is she a princess, to dare 
present herself here? I seem to feel royalty noating about 
her. 
No, just money; her father 1s a banker. Don •t you sense 
behind that simplicity, the richly-upholstered cars, the 

~: 
Sarah: 
~: 
Sarah: 
Egon: 
Judith: 
~: 
Sarah: 
Judith: 
F.gon: 
Judith: 
Sarah: 
~: 
Judith: 
~: 
jewels with safety-clasps? I'm sure thet before she left home, 
she touched neither her dress nor her hairo She is one or 
those wom.en who need to prepare themselves neither for love 
nor for death -- rich, in other words. 
:Q)n 't get carried away, Sarah. 
The injustice of God is beyond me l !J The onlY real martyrs 
are rich. Iook at this body -- always anointed, adored, and 
flattered-- it's really the model bod,y for torture.u The 
smell at saintliness, in fact, is perfUme. And finally she's 
here, caught snd ashamed, smothered by rear. 
You're wrong about that, Sarah. I lmow courage when I see it. 
&.e •s afraid •• e Icok at her, stiff and pale, like the boss's 
daughter caught in the middle of a strike -- Jehovah's daught.elt 
And she says nothing. Hard, ian 't it, my sweet, not to ex-
press your lofty sentiments on an occasion like thisl 
cne more word, Sart:lh, and I '11 have you punishe~. \>hat 
brings you here, Judith? 
I wanted to see a great king face to faceo 
You see him., and just as you iil!agined him, no doubt? 
Ieware, my lordl . Everything turns to flattery and toothpaste 
in that mouth I · · 
I dan •t knot-r how I imagined him. lbt I lmol'T that I came without 
hope 1 ar j that :how I hope I 
J 
There,'s ecanething 1n ra:r eyes, isn •t there? 
Something in your voice. 
You see? 
Which makes it soft and tl"Ustwc~ <) 
No, but I sense, beneath the hardness and hypocrisy of the 
emperor, a love of sport, of adventure, a curiosity which is 
a promise. 
Then beware • Holof'ernes has made a thousand promises in his 
lif'etime. He promised the Qleen of Aleppo that he would spare 

Judith: 
Egan: 
Judith: 
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Judith: 
her only son if she prostituted herself to a donkeyo He 
promised the god of the Fhoenicians that if' he ma:nitested 
himself 1 he would respect his terrple o The queer. i ave her-
self' to the donkey, the Phoenician god appeared in person, and 
I killed the son, and I burned the temple~ 
That's because you were not then the real Holof'ernes, the one 
to whom I am speald.ng tonighto 
He is listening •• • 
I·tv lord, I beg you. ~··il have lrork to do; choose bett'feen this 
girl and us. 
Be quiet, I have. cf10sen... Speak, my girl. By wet right 
do you come here? 
Exactly.V Do you know what a girl, a young girl, is? 
It's what s~rah once was. It 's what all the women who are the 
scum of the earth once wereo 
Do you lmow what a young girl is? 
Everyone !mows o OOy they don •t lmow. It you know, you're 
no longer a girlo 
Judith: I'm the exception. I know what I am, and I remain the same. 
E~on: 
-
Judith: 
Sarah: 
Judith: 
A girl is a future woman, e prey to all the grotesque in-
dignities which make a wanan. 
A girl is mmething else, scrnething pushed to such a point 
that it no longer sees the worst disasters, no longer feels 
the worst sufferings : a girl is the hope of one ~ encounter-
ing·· ~eatness in a humen being. 
And you hope to find that here, m:r poor girl, in the victor's 
camp? Clreatness is the prize reserved for the victim. 
Go on, Esther. .Aba~rus is listeningo 
Spare the Jews, Holof'ernes, and your name will be remembered 
with theirs for all eternityo 
There •s really no one but the Jews who believe so seriously 
in eternity. 'lhey invented it as the interest due them for 
one minute of charity or honest~ It's their ideal form of 
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~: Tell me, Judith, seriously, do you thj,pk I haven •t heard every-
thing which could plead for the Jews 'B)Do you think yourself' 
more eloquent than the beautiful light which at this mommt 
1s \-loc:O•I't\ 14i•'l-fl n the mass of ~e h11ddlea irt M!~sh is floo~ with a sllwr 
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from the tree, the only natural victim of this night, and the 
image or a little Jewish mother praying and weeping in her 
hovel, caressing her starving Jewish dog, and the indifference 
ot the stars, and the scarnf'ulness of the wind~ do you think 
they have.'not elrea<t" said all there is to say?3-'Why should 
your plea affect me above all those others? 
Because it is the strongest. 
:t:.-t- Is 
~not the strongest, for I love dogs, st2rs, and the glow 
or moonlight on human races, and I love women far less. 
(• would scarcely say so t.onighlV For the first time, Holo-
.rernes deigns to talk to a girl. Touch her, my lord. touch her. 
·Take that woman away arxi whip her. 
But tmat have I said, my lord, what have I cbne? 
You have been rude to rrry guest. You wUl be punished. 
Hercy~ lordJ I was only joldng. 
cm.e doesn •t whip a jester, my lord. 
If Judith wishes to hnve mercy on you, that 1 s her affair'o 
@) 
Nercy, Judi. th I 
<:me gesture, one word fran Judith, _ ~d you will be save~~-~~ 
(Judith s~ys nothing.) Very well0~ 
Beware my lord, or being led by this girl J 
Who am I that you dare speak to me in t~ tone? Take care 
yourself, ottal How can you .target thaRoday is the anni-
versary of our dear Lamias, who owes so much to a Jewess? 
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In his honor 1 I will hear Judi thJ 
&ar me, rrr:r 1orc11U By that Lamias wb r.D I conjure to stPlld 
beside you in this moment. 
He 'a there; he 1 s there • • • . ~eak. .. 
. . . 
Your war demands a vict~t I can. offer ~u one more worthy 
than the Jews~ Oi.ttosa is a city :ten leagues from here, 
intact, swollen with peace like a leech, full of its eunuchs, 
its exotic whores., its patrician wanen with the plump tlesh . 
of those who live without God. In place of our empty cellars 
and granaries, instead of our skeletal. women., give your 
soldlSI's those bodies f'illed like cks., those gilded children, 
that abundance) and you will obey the only law or war, which 
is to punish security and ridicule peace I 
. .. 
What do you say to that, otts? 
Interesting, but Judith •s permission seems uselesso Cittosa 
will have its turn .• 
Not if you wait one minute longer. 'Ibis evening our council 
sent a messenger to Cittosa warning its citizens to prepare 
themselves or to tlee. But if' you leave i.nlnediately, I know 
the mo1.mta1n 1 I will be your guide o 
Iravo, Judith, there •s your real callintl You're made t~ destroy, 
not to saveo If Ood chose you to persuade Holoternes to massacre 
innocents, I approve his choice : it 's in your line 4 
Come here, Judith~ 'lhe comedy is over. 
The c clnedy •• o f 
® I lied to you, Juditho I was expecting you to come. Your 
name had reached me, and not by this procuress. It was the 
name pronolmced under torture by the handsomest prisoners} 
the Whole Jewish army gave the impression at defending you 
aloneo And here you are, my captive in rrr:r camp. It was not 
I who started the rumor according to~ich you would save your 
people by coming to me. But, Judi.t.h)Z--in the same way that 
the popular imagination lmows how to isolate the truth in ssyings 
and proverbs, don't you think it must also lmow how to isolate 
the real combattants trom a great battle? The war could be 
ended only by this duel ~h has placed you and me face to 
faceu• And it is en~~ta, announce to the troops our 
departure for CittosaW You, Judith, may go, you are tree ••• 
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Ibm to your Jews with the news or their salvation'?. • . And learn 
to know better those whom you call barbarians. Yes, you 
please meo But. I impose no conditions upon you. We h2Ve no 
time, and besides, I don •t have the feeling that I please 
l2!,e (2;; 
Judith: I•tylord., 
Judith: 
Egon: 
~: 
Sarah: 
~: 
Sarah: 
Judith: 
Am I wrong to think so? Could you without aversion cane 
· close to me, and touch my forehead with your lips, softly, 
like a sister, as a farewell? 
I can, yes ••• 
Come, then.~. ~Judith, distrusttul., ld.sses Egon 1e forehead. 
Immediately he kisses her tul.l in the mouth, pressing her body' 
to his, while cries of mockery csnd 1aris1CID arise. Judith 
st.t-uggles and .trees herself. Sle is in the mid<Ue or the 
circle, dagger in hand. ) .... 
She would have stabbed me, the bitchi~) 
CJ11 Judith} You little fooll Where did you ~hink you were? 
Surrounded by y_our suitors and your priests?(2/Iou •re up to the 
neck in shame~ Vhat a fine demonstration of Jewish in~li­
gence you gave these soldiers by mistaking this perverftar 
Holofeme·s.P I thank you Egonl On this rich gir~ou have 
avenged all the poar of the earthJ on this fine ~ r, all 
the st8lll'llerers and mutes; on _this narrow virgin~ all the 
bellies open '\;> to the navel!f9 Give her to me. I 1ll knCM 
what to do with her. 
No, I will avenge Lamias nvselt .. 
Call your Jews, Judithl Call your prophetsJ Ca.l.l your Godl 
(jj) 
HolofernesJ Holofemesl Help meJ (Holofemes appears from G70 (11 ~. ·7 
the tent.) 
(Sonne III - The same, P..olofernes) 
Holoternes:· Take that woman awayo Kill her~ 
ll.,) 1-lo \ (... ' I 
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Srrah: 
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What have I done~ Holoternes? 
Holo.ferne·s: Let •s srq you mispronmmced rrq nameo The "o" 1n the f'1rst 
qllable should be open. 
Sarah: I was only obeying F.gan, m:r lord. l1ereyl 
Holo£emes: let 's play the scene through once more~0this time the real 
scene. It is up to this girl to say it she wants mercy shown 
you. 
Sarah: Uercy, Judith. 
Holoferne~: If she makes a gesture or utters a ward in your ts:vor ... 
(Judith remains sUent.) Very we1;_._ take her. Sle is a Jewess 
tooo She was bound to die anyhow.GJ 
Sarah: Ah, yaa think that the Jews will die tomorrow~ ~87 will live 
and their l·'Iessiah will come. And he 'Will cane not by this 
rich girl and her virginity, brt by Sarah, the procuresso 
You will not kUl them all tanol'1'0WJ far a month I have se-
cretly sent away each day, to a distant country,. a . ~rie{l ot 
boys and girls who will replenish our people, and .who spit 
on your nama. - · ·· · · 
Holo.fernes : I J::new that.. Every evening I have had their caravan seized 
and exterminated •.•• 
S2rah: Die, tr . .nP(Sle attacks Holoternes and is carried out.) 
(d) 
Holo£ernes: U:lave us alone, all of you. 
(Scene IV - Judith, Holofernes) 
Holoternes: You'd think they arrive through the air, 
Judith: (~·, )~VI.C e_) 
Holofernes: You'd think they arrive through the earth, like ravishing 
moles. In the moment when man least expects it, when the 
presence of a 1~oman seems impossible, by the tmmels of the 
air, by the currents of the earth, a WC1ll811 arrives, and brings 
to him that ~ance of sweetness or of cruelty which he had not 
yet known, <2/ 
Judith: ( s;\e."' c.e J 
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Holoternes: J!n.d this is the conclusion to which ton years of conquest 
have ledo 'Ihe great adventures ere reserved for those who 
lock them8~l ves ·in their studies, ~o hide deep in their 
solitary tentso3) The phUosopher, by his r2111bUng, the general 
by his study, the banl<sr by his calculations, weave i"lVisible 
nets arotmd themselves, and suddenl.7 theY hear a st._gl.e 
in the next roan. A WOlllatl has been ~,_t.~ lhen they have 
Cl1ly to disentangle her, ever so gently ••·• Where did this 
one cane .from_, the most perfect? ' 
Judith: From a f'ield or slaughter.~ 
Holofernes: I alwws forget how women leave_, how they disappear .fran 
liV' life/~9But I remember every detail or their arrival, what 
color of ~ss end of sunlight, and thBt first gleam of their 
teeth in their first smUe, which makes you believe their 
whole skeleton is mPde of ivory. How I believed itJ How I 
believe itl It's always the same woman who leaves~· But 
hat~ greatly' the one coming differs firm the othera i2-JYou are 
their opposite, Judith. You banish them turtla~ fran me than 
I would have thought possible... I£ you wish, you mq prepare 
yourself ••• 
Judith: For what could I not be prepared at this moment? 
Holofernes: For lcwa, perhaps? 
Judith: Egon touched me. I am no longer worthy of 1011o 
~~ Holofernes: WJ.pe off smudge o£ rouge nell" your ~outb, and nothing 
will be left of Egan on you. tiould Yl)U like nothing at all 
to be lef'ti of him in this world? · · 
Judith: no, noJ Let him live. .And let his ignoble s lal mark me £orevm: 
Holofernes: You lmoYT that 1s only a way or ~ald.ng. ibO . next time you 
· put on make-up, it will disappearoCkJ , 
Judith: Too badJ It would be too bad that a woman •s virtue and faith 
could be plundered, · tha.t her God, to ridicule her, could 
connive with a proc-uress, anci U .at she st.Ul should show the 
world the same faceo I em all shame, Holof'erneso I am burning 
with shameo I feel Egon 's lips brsnded in white on the redo 
Holof'ernes: No, in pink on snow anJ cream. It •s a cl.ich,, :md in rather 
bad ~steo Come hereo I'll eraSe it.G> 
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Judith: You will not erase the false kiss or my God; it is the most 
infamous, it covers my cheeks. V 
I-hloternes: Egan 1s kiss first. There. 1-Jhat a pure face... It seems 
that 1l0119 or the kisses with which your suitors must have 
covered it have le.tt a trace... <bly anger can give back 
virginity to a race and betray its secret. 
Judith : ''liat does '11fY' anger betray? 
Holofernes: lhe secret of this fUry', or these beautiful dry eyes, of this 
tumult. 
Judith: What is the secret? 
Judith: Sweetness? You don't feel a dagger under II\V dress? 
Holof'ernes z I feel it like a part ot you, grol-m hard for me. And it 
alone is hard. Do you think me naive enough not to feel this 
boc:b" suddenly without resistance, without wrtebrae -- a 
boey in love. You are abandollnent balanced on the blade ot 
a knife. 
Judith: .Abandonment to shameJ 
Holofernes: What a f'uss J You know perfectly well that at certain times, 
one •s being can regain its footing only in the perfect vacuum 
or pleasure. You're searching for ito Do you want it? 
Judith: \ihere can I regain rrry foot:i.ngfD In loathing JI'G"Selt l In lmowing 
myself to be vile l ••• 
themselves for twenty years with nattering and praising me, 
that they took advantage or Itllf confidence to push me into this 
ambush - no J r·v mind cannot accept this shame. I have lost 
b~ and soul through a low trick. 
Holofnrnes: Isn •t the trick somewhat more elevated now. Am I not enough 
£or you either? I1ust I call in a third Holotemes? In short, 
you wanted to see me~ you see me. You wanted to speak to 
me I am listening. What do you want from me? 
Judith: I no longer want anything.@ 
Holof'ernes: You didn •t want to speak to me about your God? 
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Judith: I.et Him speak to you Himself! Ha 's str011g and Utrribl.6 congh0 
Holofernes: l~evertheless, He would hsve been helj>ed if .be had you as 
His translator 1 tor my sympathy goes more readUy to a weak 
God, to a God who needs man's love in .order to be divine ••• 
What about your people? lfJhen you left them a few hours ago, 
didn 't you promise yourselt to obtain their salvation? 
Judith: I left. them a thousand years agoo 
Holof'emes: They're still livingo .And they're crying. 
can hear them from here, they •re calling you. 
(j) 
Id.sten. You 
Judith: I no longer 1mderste.nd them. I am ashamed that a little while 
ago I spoke their language. Yes, they're singing. I lmow 
this canticle by heart. They're maldng a catalogue of me 
by metaphors. They •re singing of' rrry innocence which is a 
lamb, my courage, which is a tiger. Every exaggeration, . with 
which God •s breath swells each word and gesture, is 1mbearable 
for me.-. I '1.1 say nothing mare, f'rcm now on. @ 
Holoternesz ~To, em the contrary. Speak. You risk nothing here~ 
Judith: I don •t understand you. 
Holofernes1 You understand me very wello You ere beginning to guess 
Where you are. 
Judith: "VViere am I? 
Hoiof~~es: 1\lhere do you feel yourself to be .f-J 
Judith: en an island. 
Jt; d11:.bz 1-lhat have I guessed? 
---
Holof'ernes: 1hat there is no God here. 
Judith s t'lhere is "here?" 
Holof'ernes: Within these thirty square feet. 'Ibis is one of the rare 
corners of the earth which are really free. The gods infest 
@ ~'H.., ;"~..,..(A_ t..-J I )C I~ GC 
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our poor lD'li verse, Judith. !from Qreece to the Indies, from 
the North to the South, there •s no country they heven •t in-
fected, each one with his own vi~s end smells eo. The earth •s 
atmosphere, for the man who l.ikBs to breathe, is that of a 
heavenly outhouse. G <~ . ·. lll1 there are still certain places which 
are forbidden to the godsJ only I know how to tell themo They 
subsist, on the plain or the mountain, like spots lef't over 
fran the earthly paradise. The insecU3 which inhabit them 
do not have the original sin t Jf insects: I plant my tents 
m them... By chance, just ~ front of the city of the Jewish 
Gof1 I .recognized this spot, ·by a bowing of the t: .C\\31-ttees, 
bi/\call1ng ot the water. I offer yoii for one night this villa 
S\iSpetlded on the surface or a tranqu:U seaa. 0 Leave your 
divine voices outside and come in 'With me. I see too that you 
are beginning to guess who I amoCD 
Judith t t.rho are you? 
Holoternes: Sanething only a king of kings can permit himself to be, 
in this age of gods: a man finally of this world, of the 
world. The first, if you l1ke 0 I am the friend of gardens 
with f'lowerbeds, or well-kept houses, of crystal sparkling 
on the tablecloth, ot wit and of silence. I am the worst 
BneD\Y' of Godo t-hat are you doing in the midst of the Jews 
and their eJi.~j:ation, my child? Think ot the sweetness your 
day would haw, released from terrors and prayers., Think of 
the morning •s breakfast served without promise ot hell-tire1 
ot tive~o 'clock t €a nthout mortal sin, with the .tine lemon 
and the sugar-tongs sp.arkling end innocent. lbink of the youna 
men and women clasping each other, simply, in clean sheets, 
and throwing pillows at each other's heads, without wandering 
angels and demanso • • l 'lhi:nk of man - innocento o • 
Judith: Is it this innocence that you offer me for a quarter of an hour?(£) 
Holofernes: Such gifts are ~t to be seamed. I offer you the vocabulary 
you had as a chUd, the words or apple~ grape, in which you · 
will not find ~ hidden like a worm. I offer you these musi-
cians you hear~o sing songs and not can r.icles. Listen to 
them. Their music dies sweetly beneath them, around us, and is 
not drawn up to heaven b:r a terrible suction-machine •• " I 
otter you pleasure • Judith... Confronted by that tender word, 
you will see Jehovah disappear q 0 o· 
Judith: Jehovah comes back a.wtully fast. You'lL have to hurryo 
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Holof'ernes: Hurry? Certainly not., Do u think there is a. sweeter 
o e nu 
spectacle than a wanan suddenly of' her GodJJ still w 
clumsy in that supreme liberty? How beautiful you are, Judith, 1 
and suddenly simple. Your whole body' mumurs its truth to 
me in urgent whispers! Oh, Judith, what do you want? 
Judith : You know. • • to destroy myself' I 
Holof'ernes : Your bod;y' says that more sweetly. 
JUdith: That's its business. 
Holof'ernes: Your body tells me it is tired, that it will fall down if 
a man does not lower it to the ground, that it will smother 
unless it is stifled by a man's arms. It seys it w~nts to be 
caressed, adored, touched by lips, by the palms of the hands, 
by the foreheadee .by a king 1s forehead. It demands its due. 
It wants to be God. lind you, whet do you want? 
Judith : To be insul. ted, to be plundered. 
Holofernes: Both of you will have your wish~ 
Judith : Holofernes l I1Grcy l cne moment 3 
(Scene V - The same, Guard) 
Guard: Judith is here, my lord. ED 
Holofernes t t-Jhs.t did you say? 
Guard: A woman arrived several hours ago who said her name was Judith. 
I thought you were sleeping, but now she insists. 
Holof'emes: Two Holof'ernes l Two Judi thsJ So many doubles tonightl 
What should we do with this Judith ? 
Judith: I know her. Let her come here, you can choose for yourself /.D 
(Scene VI - Judith, Holofernes, Susanna) 
Holofernes : Are you Judith? 
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Susanna: Yes. 
Judith: It's just as well you said so. I would never have guessed. 
Susanna: I am Judith. 
Judith: You are l!Bther, or Hadeleine, or Rose. So you're st~ing 
everything all over again? This avenine 's pretensions have coma 
back to you? "vJe 've seen you, now you can laa.ve. 
Susanna: Not without you. 
Holo.:ternes : What does she want? 
Judith: Sle claims she 1s saving me f'rOlll you. 
Holofernes: You want to save Judith? Is she in danger'? 
Susanna: Yes. Different from the one I eJCpected, but more seriouso 
Judith: You expected to find me lmeeling in tears at the feet of some 
bearded idol. 
Susanna: I expected to find a victim and an executioner. I find a 
rendez-vous. 
Judith: Yes; a rendez-vous arranged by- God. 
Susanna: Then thank God that the rendez-vous pleases you, instee.d ot 
blaspheming. ~ .. eanwhile the Jews think Judith is with a 
minoteur• and are praying for her. 
Holo.fernes: Ah, and whom is she td.th? Doesn •t every girl hrve the 
minotaur she deserves? 
Susanna: lV:ith whom? It's obvious. llith the first man who has ever 
moved her. 
Holofsrnes: Y.Jho sends you here? 
&sanna: C!i man sends me. A God sends her. 
places in order to hold us here. 
But man and God have changed 
Islp me, Ihlofernesl 
Holofernes : Help you to what? t..Jhat do I heve to save novr? 
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Susanna: 'lhe world •s honor. 
Holof'ernes: Judith •s virtue, you mean? 
Susanna.: Today it's the same thing. As long as Judith is virein, the 
world will beo 
Holof'emes : Someone else will replace Judith... Kothing reproduces 
itself like a virgin. 
Susanna: You dm't lmow her, nv lordi COThis hurn1liated vroman bef'ore you 
is not dudith1 I am more Judith than she, I vlho am only 
yesterday's ref'lection of herl She alone among our people 
is not Judith, .f."rom our old men to our herc: ISuo 
Judith: OUr heroes who let me go alone to what they thought ·would 
bJ -~~ disgrace. 
Susanna: But I hc:ve cttne and I will ssve you f'rom it. 
Judith: 
@ 
So here we are at lestJ God 'a nelf messenger reveals her secreta 
She is jealous of Holof'ernes. 
Put an end to this scene. my lord, I beg you. 
Holofernes s Far .from :1, t. It •s quite interesting. 
Judith: Here is your rival, Holofernes I It's from her that you '11 
have to take me. 
Susanna: Ob, my lord, hove pityJ~r impetus t-ras too strong, she has 
overshot her mark. She suddenly finds herself naked and empty; 
her holiness has d tscharged itself' fill. at once, and she has 
nothing lert but the tdll to destroy herself and her exal tationl 
You who do not believe in the greatness of Go~ you do believe 
in hU1112.D beauty. Save thet. 
Holofernes: Ifuman beauty is not in dBnger hereo en the contrary. 'lhis 
sort of thing is the best tonic for it. 
Judith: lW' exaltationJ &.f:t •s you t-lho give it back to me, foolish womanl 
So, th<Jt secret struggle which I have always avoidec·· here 
becomes unavoidablel All that pressure of women on me which 
I have never wanted to understand, those ambiguous kisses of 
JIG" schoolmates, those long looks .f'rom women at the theatre, those 
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caresses of dressmnlrera• it •s you who are to teach me their 
absurdity' and their concupiscencel I thank you. 
t-le 're talldng ebout the J~, · Judi t,hj 0 
The Jews have nothing to do with it nmr l It you think God 
follows His business through to its conclusion, like a banker, 
you're wrong. He demands or us the initial act, and that's 
allo Hhatever hB;l!:>enB to the Jaws is already decidedo I'm 
no longer responsible for the Jews. You lmow as vell as I that 
fate is working for or against them without us, and neither 
the powerful Holo.ternes, n' ro the miserable Judith have ~ 
more to do with the outcome. &t VB were talld.ng about the 
Jevdsh womenJ 
@ 
lA:m 't blaspheme against CJodJ 
I lmatf God better than you. God is concerned with appearance 
and the total effect, not with detail. God requires that our 
deed have the robe of sacri£ice, but he leaves us tree_, beneath 
that ample garnent, to follow our own inclinations, and the vert 
lowesto Since he exhausted D1V' devotion and my hatred against 
puppets before putting me faca ~o- face with the real lblofernes, 
it's because he needed rrry gesture., not Il\V helpJ The simplest 
schoolgirl would have discovered Holof'ernes disguised among his servants. But not I, the holy onel God t-lants to destroy 
me J I will destroy li\Y5elf J 
Holofernes, you hear her! Don't think you· have ieduced this 
girl I It's not because she finds yPU handsome or powerf'ul 
that she l'r.Ul give herself to you. It •s through disgust 
with her own life o 
You •re t-r.rong.(j) It will also be through disgust with you and 
your sisters. All the invisible marks they've left on rrry 
boqr reveal themselves now. They've drunk .from my glass 
so they could touch my lips. They tve borrowed my clothes 
because they Yanted JfT3'. warmth~ Those caresses they gave rrry 
rh-ARR nr nr.r gloves were caressing rrr:r sk~ rrry handsJ How 
coal.d I h:rve .. Jeen so naive.fQ).[ took you in my arms this evening 
and I ld.ssed. you_ · You were fainting ••• 
It ~as from pity for you ••• 
It w~s from love of me 9 1Q 
~ ~'Sc::L..nf'\0-...- ~·~ d~-r 
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Susanna: And those suitors you are betraying, Jolm and I·1ark and Peter, 
whom you are betraying without reason, vilely- are they 
wanen too? (!) 
Judith: Everything in hls world is women which skims and ld.sses and 
stainso All exaggerations are wanen. Everything which hss 
touched me until now, all those men whose t~~s anc ·-meers and 
sighs I 've lmown until now, seem to me to be of the same sex 
as .JilYSelfo 
atsanna: 'lhen hail, Holofernes, the only' man in the world"'.. Farel'mllo 
But let him bewereo Sle has come to kill Holof'arnes. She 
has ·a weapon hidden beneath her dress. 
Holoternes: :: ~ talked about th~t l'1eapon a little while agoo 1rle know 
1olhat it is! 
Judith: 
Susanna: 
Don •t come near us.r:D She too has a dagger.o lou can ld.ll us 
toiilOr.row it you want, rrr:i little avengero today my blood be-
lmgs to me. 
Q) 
Then choose your ow "t-lot:J'ld.J (Sle leaves.) 
..... . ~ 
(Scene VII - Judith, Holofernes) 
Holofernes: Come here to me, Jewess. 
Judith: I:Sre is the Jewess • . 
Holofernes: That word is not an insult tor you? 
Judith: King though you are, it makes rr~ you:r equal(£) 
Holof'emes: .And yat-i-t means greed, rags, spinelessness l-Then confronted 
by rear or hunger l 
Judith: But all generosity and courage beyClld the reach o£ men be 
that name. 
Holoternes: It means your friend Sarah, and the little ncnve.r sellers 
who service you ~ertly in a d2rk doorwayo 
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Judith: But only the Jewess knows the real fervor ·aod ~ans to give 
to a human embrece. · 
Holoferne o a You know it? Are you going to teach it to me? 
Jutli th :. Ood inspires onl,y those who believe in Him. 
Holof'ernos: And so He curses them. 
Judith: God has . not yet found another way of choosing a people or a 
msn than by cursing them. lhe day He discovers the smUe, 
the Jewish people will be blessed. . 
Holoternes 1 Bravo for your repliesl0 What fitie domestic duets you cm 
h~ve with your future husband, it you go on li Y.l.r.g J 
Judith I 'lha.t 's another question, and you need not worry about it. 
I 've already' answered it mysel.f'. 
Holofernes: You will kill yourself for losing your virginity to me?Q.; 
Judith: Vire;ini ty? I'm not a virgin. 
Holof'ernes : You are. 
Judith: You thinlLa virgin would have gone as I did, to an unknown 
horror? GJ 
Holo.t'ernes: .And what do you think virgins go to? 
Judith: Before I lef't, I gave myself' to the man I loved. 
Holnfernes: You love no one~Yesterday you loved the world as a whole. 
Today you detest it in detail. Besides, women like you prefer 
to give themselves for tl'le first time, not to love, but to 
compulsion and force. 
Judith: There is force only in God. 
Holofernes: f!Xactly. God delegetes His authority. He delegc:otas it 
to satyrs, novelists, ~d generals. -~have already' performed 
this f'unction for God several times. & 
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Judith t Then this time you will hl've a surprise.(;) 
Holofernes: l!o, I won •t. I'm quite sure. A woman is a being who has 
found her true nDture. Ypu 're still loold.ng for yours.G-J 
Judith: Hy nature is to look. 
Holofemes: 'lhrt •s not true. JtTo'li unt:!.t tomorrow will you lmow if' you 
are avaricious or prodigal, an angel or a shrew. You don •t 
know today. You will rise from my· bed with your first-born 
chUd 1 yoursel.f. What a marvelous surprise if Judith, waking 
as a t-toman, turned out to be eweet and _submissiveJ 
Judi. th : It I were you, I wouldn't count on it. 
Holofernes: If only your ldlole mystical Jewish litany for the marriage 
niabt could be reduced to one word, spoken tenderly: Holotemes ••• 
Judith: It's a rather long name for tenderness ••• 
Holofernes: And yet, it sounded well in your mouth not long ago ••• 
~lhy did you call on me to help you, instead of' your God? 
Judith: A man was the only remedy for What I .felt~ 
Holofernes: And I finally' heard something I bad ~r heard~ l'U 
name pronounced as are~, a signal • . You called it as a 
swimmer at the beach calls the lifeguard,~ one calls a man 
whose prof'essionyis to save people-Ul.AI..I ..J.J....:::.-------.\.:=s..-'--::....4..4.so.-~ 
;+ 
Judith: Prom what are you saving me right now? 
Holofernes: From everything which would have Wi ihered you (0 from an 
insipid marriage bed, l.re~~t weeldy dinners with your mother-
in-law, fran ••• · 
Judith: From love, too? 
Holof'ernes: You know very well th~~ you C">.re giving and not selling 
yo"!Jl"Self'. I lmow how m.eonpromising a young girl is. Admit 
that if one hair of rey- head displeased you, you Would find a 
"'t!_8Y out of my embraceo And you don •t seem to be looldng 
tor oneo 
Judith: And would you approve this sanersault of the universe which 
has thrown us against each other 1 if m,y skin were lined with 
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with scars or" were cross-eyed? 
Holoternes :You mesn we please each other? 
Judith: I nte2l'l tht"t I will be spared not.ltingJ that the duel between 
Judith and Holofernes has become e duel be'bleen two bodies. 
Holof'ernes: Your God likes to watch onl7 :accomplices fighting. You 
may be sure he has built on om" canplicity more than our 
hatredu. Come, and be quiet. 
Judith: How can one be quiet in hatr~d? · 
Holofernes: Like this\0 (de kisses her. ) Have you often thought of 
this moment, Judith?® 
Judith: Yes. 
Holo.f'ernes: Did you often imeg:ine yourself finally abandoned in the 
srms of a man, of' the .t.irst man? 
Judith: Every day. Eveey hour. 
Holof'ernes : You suf'fered to sleep alone, to be alone in knowing your 
body? 
t.ludi th: I suffered. 
Holofernes1 And you don •t want to 1o1a:i.t any langeri 
Judith: I cannot. 
Holofernes: Because you have reached the highest point of your life? 
.... .. .... 
Judith: Because I hl ve reached the lowest. Ood has abandoned me, I 
don't .knol:-T 1i'hy1 but He has abandoned me... He loves in His 
creatures the idea or sacrifice, He pushes them to it1 but Ha 
finds the details repugnsnt. I have been too proud of 'J.'OY' 
virtue. He wants it to be squandered uithout merit. 
Holofernes: Without joy too? 
Judith: And without profi to 
@ 
Holofernes: Don •t complain. You are the only girl who is .tultllling 
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her mission. You '11 sort' :ee. ·All girls are made for monsters, 
hsndsoma or' hidaous monsvers, and they are given to men~ This 
spoils their life o 
Judith: Hy life is different. (A pause) 
Holofernes: t~at do you WClllt before y-ou rejoin me, Judith! 
Are you hung:ry or thirsty? 
Judith: Is there a woman here? 
Holofornes: At this hour there 's only Daria. Sle can help you. But 
you won •t be able to talk to her; she 1s a deaf-mute. 
Judith: Deaf', dumb, or blind, let her come, so long as she is a woman. 
Holoferness 0 I '11 send her to you ••• (He exits.) 
(Scene VIII - Judith, Daria) 
(f) 
Judith: Are y-ou Daria?... Yes, I lmow, you're deaf' and nrute.,. It's 
over now... No woman 1 s voice will ewr again cell Judith a 
girl. •• 1·Jhat do I Wc>nt? Nothing, Daria, only to be With 
a woman for one minute... It's just as well thst you're 
mute •• • Your silence will be your purl ty... For What crimes 
against man snd God have you not seen?... Your silence, on the 
other hand, tells me only that you are a woman, that you hrve 
been a girl, that you hsve suffere~. Are you a virgin, 
Daria? •• , You say no; as though I had asked you if xou can 
hear or 8peakue Poor Daria ••• you are not beaut~ there 1s 
not even any real ki,ndness in ':Your eyes, but at this moment 
you ~ my mother 1 my sister, and myself •.. liio 1 no 1 I 'ln not 
cold~. So much the better that you're deaf', your ear is td.th-
out limits for me... I can tell you everything I would not 
dare tell~ friend or parent... No, I'm not thirsty... Will 
I resist him? ro. There's no longer any question of II!\V being 
stained'O From the moment IS chose me, because of my rRurity, 
the gaze of God stained me. I'm going to seem proudr-uaria; 
I can say this only to your deafness, but it is me that God 
hates, end not Tiolo.fernes1 and not the Jews 0 Behind the 
catastrophies which throw men and nations into turmoU, G<Xl 
hides His determination to pursue a single being and to pu,t 
him et His mercy. DJ you hear me, deaf Daria? '!here is no 
history of natio~s. There are only the histories of God's 
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hunting-down of some half'-1ntelligant men and half-beautiful 
women. I am at His mercy, Daria ••• He's won ••• Judith'o 
histaey will be over for i.b in just a moment... Everything 
in me that is damned 1s on His side I... !~at are you saying? ••• 
He's handsome? Yes, Holofernes is hendsane, Daria... That's 
the story of every girl who believed in herself: I sur1"8nder 
to a seducer in his tent.. • \\bat? It will be pleasant? Good, 
Daria, good. Something between crueifiJg.on and hysteria, 
isn •t it, between ~ison iv,r 8l'ld death?~. No, wait ••• Jus~ 
one more moment... Give rrr:r your mute advice... All right, 
it's time... toJh.at a silence J@Th.et a king awaiting his nleas~ 
a girl destroying herself, a !'eople "Waiting to die, and an 
army preoaring for a massacre, can produce this silence Illight 
make one believe as trnll in a · '!9_d who is doa£ and dmnb... Pray 
that lie will for~ive me, Iaria~or I know that everything I 
have just said is blasphemy,tJJd t.ha.t a da.y will come, only too 
soan, when you will rind your voice again, and when heaven 1 
vengeance will descend upon us for this shmoo, and this joy.?. 
(She enters the tent.) 
(Laughing sneeringly) . ..i!!Ameniii!§M.Io.AJ _______ ___....lt;.~c.....__; --==Cu=·=.:.ze"---_,_1 -=--0 
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Susanna: · t *s you, JOhiiJ 
John: 
-
Susanna: 
John: 
-
\tlom did you expect? 'Dle arch-angels will never again bother 
.. aboU.t Judith, Susanna. A mare captain is more than enough ••• 
. Wbare are they? 
Haw did you get here? 
Sarah tt&Caped. She told us everything -- Judith's weakn~ss, 
her treason. She is stirring up the city against hero ~e 
guided me herself to this tent.~ .it •s 1asy tQ t,.ti. here, she •s 
put the guards to sleep o o " · All of 1:.~1em like tm..s brute, dead 
drmlld-.. 
The Guard: (jostled by John) Daad drunklou 
Susanna: 't-lby have you come? ® 
John: 
-
SusannaJ 
John: 
~anna: 
John: 
-
You can't guess? ~'here the Jewess has faUed, only the Jew 
can s"ucceed... Are they-· still tcsO'~.iher? 
Yes. 
Find a way o:f calling Judi tho I know her •• • Since she •s no 
longer sacred, she'll want to be cursed... It She sees me, 
she 'l.l. C!r:f out, she '11 s:~vakan the sentries, she 111 get herself 
ld.lled to save Ihlofernes .... 
They're sleeping• 
(f) . 
They're sleeping • .,. You can say that without trembling. And 
m you know what that sleep is made of o o o No Jew is sleeping, 
Susanna, except Judith •• ., Our nation haJ!S kept watch all rdl'ht, 
from the chilCiren to the old men, and whUe sleep restor€ 8 
her, it is on all those im:ooant faces that the morning tw1light 
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Susannaz 
Jolm: 
-
So.sanna: 
John: 
Susanna: 
John: 
-
leaves the merks of her fatigue and her lust! ~ .. 
Don't shoutl0 '; 
And I must S!'>eak so:rt,ly, so I won •t disturb her rest, . and in 
spite of myself I speak so.ftl.yJ Ibt it is not to close our 
mouths that fate has brought us here together, like two 
mourners at her llllllTiage bed... We need someone to recite. 
her · wedding nightJ. ~ • Listen,· I'm reci tingl 
You 1re risking your liteJ Not so loud I 
Judith's wedding nightJ I too can recount · it, and better than 
youl 2JI tva spent the night watching it, hearing it.. Her simplest 
gestures, her most innocent words came rushing back to make 
that horror mare preeise for mac That's the awtul thing, 
~sanna, about these noble virgins... I'm sure that, for a . 
silld..l ar occasion, you found a new tane of voi~ that you called · 
heaven and yaur mother by a new word tor heaven and mother ••• 
But for Judith, her everyday language is emotional enough ·to 
serve as the language of love. That Uttle -.m she ga:ve 
the-day' wheri,. already clUlllBY'1 I caught her f:l.nger in 11\Y' armor .... 
That sharp err with which she called for help far one of her 
.friends who was drowning.. • And that sort of soft cooing the 
pleasure of eating or d~ncing used to draw from ht1r uithout 
her knowing it.. • That 1 s Judith's wedding night~.. a., &.l.sani14 
how miserable we are I · · 
How happy she is, perhapsl 
Our misery is not merited, we. loved hex ~ e deserves hers J 
. she loved herself. l'lhan a girl'~ passim£ for living i s no 
longer an instinct, but a s1d.llful and frenzied search, and when 
she has tried and rejected everything around her, in order to 
save herself, in her pride,; not for a husband, but for marriage, 
not for a lover, but for love -- then the first traveling 
salesman arrives, and ce.tches her like a poor little fish ••• 
Susanna : Fish are not caught only by' fishermen. They are caught by eag.l.es o o. 
John: All righto - What are you holding? 
Susanna: Her cloako· · 
John: 
-
Her clOE kl Then you don 't need to bother, Susanna. You are 
holding 'the. . ~p in which He '11 catch - · o. s 
.. '· • 
f 
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Susanna: How do you know she won •t come out with Holofemes? 
John: Ib you think so? Do you know Judith so little as to think 
she will not 'ti'SD.t to exhaust all the bmue prizes her crime 
involves• the awakening next to the man at last asleep. and 
the pitiless exalllination et close .range ot the tar ott, ~ tr.ce 
o~ the lover, and the sUent stepping-over t.ne boc:ay IJ,1•wo 
long legs which go slowly end surely, litting what veils are 
left, to i'ind on the carpet the sandals like pedestals, and the 
.first glimpse of the poisonous dawno Besiqes, there is a way 
of getting people up, whether they're sleeping or copulating 
- it's to call them.@To call them loudly'o uJudithJ Ju4.ithfV 
. ' ... 
(Scene II - Judith, Susanna, John, hidden) 
-~ 
Susanna: It's you, Judith! 
Judith: It •s me, more or less. t'lhat time is it? 
Susanna: Look. 
Judith: or course. '.lhere rs no longer a'If3" doubt... It •s real]3 cta;y-break... That rim of blood on the horizon, the belly or the 
last ow1 touched with suJ.pbur1 that icy breath wbic~rushes 
up the grass and the hair of corpses o lhat tent fr~ which a 
dog •s foot emerges, and then its tail, sudde:nlt wagging weakly', 
chilled with dew, the only sign of kindness in this implP~'tble · 
world. 9 • The sl<y filled with pus and gold, man and the 8Wcrd with 
rust and menace, Judith with infamy _and joy-o... It's dawn, 
as they say.G) ' 
(She has ca'lle forwarde Jolm tries to pass behind her.. Judith 
stops him. •, 
Judith: It 'a John I 
John: Yes, it's Johno (He comes t~ard her.) You had a good night? 
Everything went well? 
Slsanna: John, be quiet l 
John: You are less curious than I, Susannao For every public or 
privste shame or:e .a.l1-1ays f'inds a wana:n who inmediately makes 
of it a treasure and a secret. Ill t I know her 1 she 'll tell 
me everything~ou had a good night, Judith? · 
® ~ ¥--11 x 's c:l.u.rn '-J.4, r- I!! c-~ ... s 
G) 0-v h n xIs ~n v -<-C) h ~ 1 i.Af cvncl .A-, '(; -JHdt J_~ 
Judith& 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
Jolm: 
-
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
John: 
-
Judith: 
John: 
-
Judith: 
John: 
Judith: 
Jolmr 
Judith: 
John: 
-
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A short night., 
You're no longer a virgin? It 1 s over? 
It's over., 
1h you realize that all the Jews lmow of your treason? 
Good. I was wondering how I could let them lmow it. 
Ib you lmow that they've stoned your servants, wounded your 
uncle, bumed yaar house, thet the streets are full of a mob 
which curses you? 
I have given up belonging to everyone., 
To whom do you belong? 
Ycru. can guess., 
To the man who has been strOO.ger than your God/) more real than 
yaur people, more tender and faithful than your friends? To 
Holoternes? 
ThltU I dieo 
That time is coming. 
It is welcome~ You may' strike., 
1-ly hands have a purer missionJ But if you want to escape, 
hurry. The Cotmcil is sending the keys to the city to Holo-
fernes, hoping to pacify him, and ~ the prophets have 
joined JoaChim's p~~ession in disguise., 
What can I do about it? 
They've En-lorn to find you and pmdsh you. ®you know them. 
Even if they are mass~cred here, they'll .tlnd a way to ld.ll 
you .first., lhey are preparing for you the worst torture, that 
of adul terars, far you have deceived God., 
Which of u~as deceived the other is still an open question. 
Ycru. are now what you had to become. <h, Jews, I approve you.f ~ 
So much the better if everything of hers is burned, if' there 
are no more of Judith's wardrobes, her stacks of linen, Judith's 
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jewels. her appointment books J All or Judith is hera J reduced 
to this body', like a panther, like a hunted animal. 
0 Come, haw same courage. For once be a htmter, and not a 
warriorJ 
.And he is there 1 the other one~ He 's sleeping, satisfied. 
gorged with youJ The first man sated with Judith, glutted 
with Judith is there, snoringl For you have also heard the 
snoring of a man next to you for the first time. 
Satisfied, I don't know. Bllt he •s sleeping. U.kB a statue 
in his sleepo And sUent l 
God has delivered him tons 3 (John, drawing his sword, dis-
appears into Holo.ternes • bedroom. ) 
Poor Jolm l He hasn •t 'lm,derstood anything... I'm sure you at 
least htNe guessed it al.lf Susanna I {John returns. He throws 
himself' at Judith •s teet. J 
Ob, Judith, forgive mel~ Throw rMSY thst cloak, Susannal 
It's not the cloak you should embrace I •• o Rl.essed be the 
hatred of Judithl 
Hatredl lrlhat does he mean, the hatradJ 
I will be worthy' of you, Judithl ~He exits into the bedrOCIIlo 
Susanrui flings herself' at Judith's teet.) 
{Scene III - Judith, Sllsanna, the Guard) 
Judith: And what are~ doing in that position? 
Susanna: Judith the holy' I 
Judith: Will you get up? lVhy- those stupid words I 
Susanna: Because you lu?ve kUJ..edl 
Judith: K'illedo That's a word .for an essassino 
Su.sanna: A ward tor a soldier 1 a hero. 
Judith: ThE.t 1s just what I mean. 

~sanna: 
Judith: 
Susanna: 
Judith: 
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Even God l-7ould use the same vordo 
Then 0¢ 1s vocabulaey is not very richl And even if there is 
no other word, 1 t must at least be obvious why' I 've ld.lled? 
I hope there will be no questim shout thato Why have I 
killed? · 
Because God has made of you the embodiment of hatred. 
Hatredl Do I look like hatred? 
Susanna: Like a hatred unknown until now~ yeso 
Judith: And you expected me to ld.ll Iblofemes 1.n a burst of hatred, 
at dawn~ arter he had made me his? 
~sanna: I expected Judith to do her worko 
Judith: To do her workl Judith was far .f.'rom doing her workl It was 
at the manant when Judith had completely forgotten her condi-
tion, her mission, her -race, that I struck... At the moment 
when· I was going to ld.U Nsel£~1ei)ring ali our duties and 
laws J tor from then on wha was left for me in the world, between 
a people I had ~serted which hated me, and a lover whose 
sleep made bini forget me end betray me for the first time'! 
A moment when there was no longer sn:y Holofernes either... In 
the suburbs o£ the Lord, r~onda.y morning, at thet hour when no 
one is left except t:he handsane clerk asleep and the little 
shop girl sleeping out for the first time, bending over him 
and overfiowing to such an extent with gratitude, anguish, and 
jealousy, and so frightened of the coming week and of work 
starting all over again, after the Sunday of sparkling wine and 
escape, that she finally includes her lover 1s death with her 
own suicide~ Not God •s tru:th; but the much more fatal truth 
~t news items and shop girls •• ~ 
Susanna; No, because ynu 're still living. 
Judith: I'm still living., becatlSS though it's easy to thrust a dagger 
in! .M10 noed8 ·muCh · uore courage and strength to pull it out 
againo I'm still living because . I thought his officers would 
surprise roo at sny moment. I wrs glad~'"'} was 'hiting for 
deatho I £elt that sometimes, du::.1 ing ~ night, in the way 
I responded to his ~nde'rness, I had made ~brard little mis-
takes, little omissions which were innocent and pardonable in 
a beginner, but which could be !lunished, not by suicide, but by 
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torture al.cm.e,, . '!hen I heard you and I got up; and I hcve 
11 ved since then only' to be able to tell you bet ore 1'111' judges 
arri:ve; so that you w1ll proclaim as a witness against all 
those who will want to make Judith •s story a story ot hatred, 
that they are lying and that those who lie dead were only two 
lovers ••• 
Susanna: YOu •re 10"\lng,.. You · ld.J.led ••• 
Judith: Certain:ty I ld.lleJP \tho wouldn't ~e ld.lled in my place, 
at that awJkeningl For I slept, Susanna. I closed rar eyes 
just a second, frcm that weariness which overcC~Des the driver 
1n his car at dawn,. • But that second was m:r night, 1117 sl.eepWo 
and I wo~ up... Yes, tor the first time I awoke at dawn 
next to another human being... that a terrible thing ~ry­
thirig was alreac\Y the past, everything was yesterday o A ~ole 
1mcertain and jealous tu·;;ure was preparing the attack upori 
a ni.ervelous memory. I wa~ going to have to get up, to J 1v~ 
stsndi»g up again, after an eternity of living outstretchedl 
In me~ad;y wrapped up in JIG" eternal death, he inspired an 
inf'inite pity, he was so little protected by his ephemeral 
de~th,. against the threat or the coming day' J How those who 
wake each morning near their father or their son can allori, them 
each 'mOrning to esca~ and return to life is inconceivabl~ .... 
Oh1 Slsenna, tell me~can the sight of a sleeping boc\Y :lrispire 
a more supreme tenderness than murderl 
Susanna z It inspires murder tor murderers. You will be for all time 
the woman chosen by God. 
Judith: Ueverl The Jews wUl hear everything, Susanna. By rrry voice 
or _. yours... Listen.. • People are comingo .(!j) Punishment is 
on its '"SY'••• You will tell them all, woh et, you? No? 
Susanna: I l-mn •t listen to youl 
Judith: .After all, why do I need you? 1here's a man here... Ouardld) 
Wake upJ 
Slssnna: He •s drunk! 
Judith: Drunk or not, be hes an ear. In that ear is a hmmler lllbit·h 
strikes an an anvU which stimulates an ear d.rumo l~othing more 
is necessary to transmit a piece or news ·down to the end o£ 
time. • • Gue.rdl . 
Guard: I'm sleeping ••• 
/ 
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Judi tho~ You're sleepingl Listen~ 
Guard: (turning over hal.f-awaks) i'lho says I'm sleeping? 
Judith: Wake up] It •s worth your while! 
Guard: A womanl .. o furraY for l-romenl 
Judith: Do you lmow what this woman has done? 
Guard 1 What •s she done? 
---
Judith: She has ld.lled your ldng, Holoferneso 
Ouarch Sle 's what? 
Judith : Killedo • • 
Ouard: She •s ld.lledo ChJ that's badl 
Judith: Do you want to know why? Out of love l 
Guard: Out of what? 
Judith: Out of loveo 
Chard: Out of lovel Oh1 that's goodl 
Judith: Th~re, Susannal 
Ouci"d: fgoing back to sleep) There, lhsannal0 
--
Juiith: ThereD I have buried the truth in a sleeping mano~ if 
it's :::enturies l~ter, it will rise up again~ the truth of generals 
and rabbi6•oo• It's t~o.o They're coming here, aren't they? 
\ftc 0s coming? Go looklGV (Su.smN goes to looko) 
Guard: (in his sleep) .3le kilied Holofemes out of love. And what 
was her name? 
Judith: Her name was Judith/1) 
Guard: And vrhy didn •t Holofernes kill Judith? 
Judith: Don 't worry o She will be killed. 
Cluard: Ahl that •s goodl r2J 
Susanna: It's the Jews, ,md t;hey're all amado 
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And they're passing the word a,mong thEIIl like chewing tobaccoJ (0 
They'll tie rrr:1 hands, and talk; and spit on me~ and talkr 
that's always the easiest thing for themu o .Pi lihey'll brand-
ish their whips or clubf m::d talkloo• GBut they will serve my 
· glory better than a mute executionero.e I'll answer eveey 
insult, every blow, and I'm sure they're curious enough that, 
in spite of their haste, they'll leave me the time,between each 
womd1 to enumerate one by one nr:r joys of last night~ (The 
Jews burst in. ) 
Hhat are they saying? 
Your hatred has won1 Juditho 'lhe Jews will be savedrp Let us (""5"-"V-".-fr~-.~ • ~~A 
lmeel, all of us, at Judith's feet I o.~ .cc. \ ~ ")...~"'") 
~~~ ' "' S \o-w I 
~0'<\.( \q~ '1... (t" .Judith) I beg you, don 1t s~ anything leo.. Joachim, be 
cr4"9t'ul of Judith J J ~v "->~te.) .... ~ 
\ .) ~-..r 
Holofernes • allies are rebelling. John has shown them the head A 'v \>-. 5 
of the king you killed J They are fighting on our side now 1 " ~ ' '"'~ ~ 
and the troops who remained faith.t\Jl are losing grotmd. - ~"'"6"'0 6 "' 
\ve have captured their food vupplies. As soon as Judith wishes, 
we Hill eat again. 
've have recaptured our source of water. As soon as Judith 
permits, we l-1111 drink again~ 
A .f-~~sf-You are the bread, Judithl 
A 'J~sC: You are the water J 
Judith: Jewsooo 
Joachim: What do you vmnt to tell them? 
Judith: The trutho 
Joachim: They knot-t God's tr.utho Judith 1s truth doesn't matter to themoao 
In a moment the two 1dll be the same anyway,. Sl U.sten •• o learn 
l-rhat your truth is l (Two singers come from the crol.Jd. ) 
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First And for two days, Judith carried her dagger beneath her 
ro o And it struck against hero nash at each movement, at 
each alarm, like the clapper in the bello 
Seednd. stl. i( : And she Crt'ssed the field of battle J The mom had not 
sen. And she followed the streams to find her way, li.ks 
the enraged beasto. o It was the rage of the lord.. o 
Judith (still softly) And f t t~e did not turn back, it was out of 
pride ;p1d vanity, for the Iord was far from herJ 
Be quiet. 
n. ·What did Judith say? (!) 
la_ (!) • !::.!:~~~~: And Holofernes in hJ..s tent had a dream. and disentangled 
U.Uil!QQ.lf 0 0 0 
c_ l<: , 
_...._ __ in ..... g... er...._: From his Qleen or Damascus, whose heart is red• whose 
eyes leave a bl.ue stain I 
"Rdl' A. Jew: From his Egyptian soreeressJ 
.S:h~o. 6_ 
A Jew: From his Siamese sisters! 
A ~~'sA From hif lnmdred Scythian harlots! 
B\\\.' A Jewess: From his mermaid covered with scal.esl 
6 "\--. e...Llo.. & . 
A Jewess: From his Hindu goddess and her garland or arms and breasts/ 
-~c~d ~m: And then he saw Judith I 
Judithl LiesJ hiry talesJ llolorernes was alone, Jews., alone like a 
priestJ 
Paul: 
-
""' ' "'c:\:1. t._ 
Silence. o. In your exaltation, you cannot remember what 
happened yourselr .. o Judith alone pleases me, he criedo (6) 
Judith alone is the sweetnessl ••• 
A Jewess: Alane the balm. G • 
.S hltM.o- 6 · 
First Singer: Alone the palm of the hand ... 
Paul: 
-
And she l~as the poison I 
Sus811lla: And the steel J 
~ ISA' 
A Je : .And the trl:!pl And the SDarel 
.·, I •., •• "I 

' l,~et,_ 6 
A ewess: And the acidJ 
A tMw r "'- t:.And the poisonous mu.shrocml 
&lsannas ~ jhe batredJ [!) 
Judith: You too betray me anc 11Boc.o . Jewruutt 
Contiriue, singers J Pauls 
- '5~ Fir r: He caused her to be laid nakedo 
Susanna: fut God clothed hero 
Seeokd' ~£er: Clothed her with light and aU-. Clarity veiled Juditho 
Judith: A liel 
~: (to singers) Go on~ go onl 
5hw<:L ~ l Fl..:rSt - s:Uiger: He caused her to be U!.d on . his bdd~ 
Paul: 
-
Judith: 
Paul: 
- f'.l\ \ Jews: 
He caused her to be .laid on his bed. True, Judith? Dare say 
it's a lieJ 
Is it true? That is ~e ® 
You hear? 
Judith, be glorifiedl 
- ... . I 
Susanna: fut God weakened him all at onee$8hl ile did not take her1 
A \I\ Jews: 
Judith: 
13,\\ G. . 
Jews: 
-
Joachim: 
Judith: 
And he did not take her 1 
· . _ ( _3) ¥ ( \) oc,.\\ 1.. ("'-~ (who has come fon-rard) 1m. e took h~. And never had he ~k-- · 
been so strong, and she was so f'ull of him that there was no cw1--s " /I 
place left in her, even for Godo . . ,.f.rce2..~ 
What did she say? 
Silence, and leave, all of youo .. Judith wishes to speak to 
me alone. 
OV\<'. €.. 7 
stay.J stsy J It 1s to you thrt I want to speak. or aut! a 
.-..!lt'ftr:e---forr;et your function as -Jews which is to embalm lies 
1n canticlesl Listen to the ~t.h and its simple wordsu• 
Yes, a Jewess lay down last night with jay on the bed of 
.. c 
J_ 
~<5.at"\n4. x 1..s ck.un -4-o n·ex+- pled form ~ ·l. 
$-k.,N4- 'X IS <..J...o ~ I "-h 
A II ~ -+-c- .S-4.-d~ CL-~ r. c._ c..h ,. 's .5 he ... da._. '9 11 I c ' 
\-...! I f\00.... I u I \""\ O,,r'(\ y \( 1· \ y-, I 1• 0,...1.... t'Y\S I 
S+vl.e. (Y'Ic v-e ~ ...j"'t:: -<.. • 
'S--k.v~ S~IC.€'::1 S '-~ ~O....V" l"''"'-
A I I b:u: 1:. cu.,....) ~~ 
Su'SCvl'"\~ ~~Cf9-c s Ur-
1 
-fo J.ud ~~ , io.JI<.. cri ~ ~·"f' 
Q..hr,~, S4-u4. ~~ ~sc .... nr"\C~ ~6 d~r 
~~~ -a,\\ s~\o..... ~-- v .. ( .. A. a......nC'\ ~ l\. u) . 
I ' 
I 
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Holofernes • .,. 
loJhat is Judith saying? SacrUegeJ Be qu1et.0 
Joachim: You are destroying us, Judith. 
Judith: .And that bed . was not the couch that the psalms sing or~ It 
was a real bed, with pillows and sheets, do you hear me, young 
girls, with stuffing coming out or the mattress, with that 
fresh linen which mingles moments o£ excess with memories of 
family and chUdhoodo 
"54.-vR.. m. 0) 
A Prophet: Vengeance I (brandishing a weapon) 
• 
Judith: And the j()l"s or that bed, she begged for and exhaustedo .: a.d 
at the i ... irst cb111 or dmm, she piously pulled the sheet over 
Holofernes, as a wif'e should do. 
Jews: 't-Ie ~ lostJ 
~: ifust we silence you by force l 
S-\<. :{ rv1. ~ Prophet;s Ieave her alone. Speak, girll 
Judith: And between her pe<?.Rle and Holofernes, she chose love, who is 
called Ho:I:oternes. ~d since then, only one idea tempts her: 
to rejoin him in deathl 
atsanna: (who has suddenly moved forward) And that wanan was me. C8 
<;~~ tv\ fD Prophet: · (strild.ng her) You have your wish (Joachim pulls Judith back, 
stunned and nmte. ) · 
Joachim: Once more, leave, all of you.® 
f!!l! ~I t>lly? 
Joachim: 
Ouard: There, Susanna I 
(Scene V - Judith, Joachim, Paul, sleeping Ouard) 
~-------
Joa.dl,m 
..J~d l '}-h 
-1 
~ ~d1% '-/~..A ·~n .J..o 1/' ( ~ jCX,..L I 1 fY'1 
@ ~ )( 1s I ot'i -s;~e pto_-ttJocnn 
e\) Jud 1\U, )( 1$" 4c C..., b .e-.k.ve-E..h j (_Ct c..h 11'\1 
O,.,nd t;:._u..Q . 
7o..u.J. ...,._---?u.uJl 
I r 
.. ;'} 
6) 
Joachim: lVh2t are your conditions Y 
Judith: I·W' conditions for agreeing to lie? 
Joachim: For agreeing to live and keep sUent. 
Judith: Do I look like saneone who is going to live and li:»ep sUeni?@ 
Joachim: 'lbe fate o:f the Jews is st:Ul in doubt, Juditb.0 The slightest 
error in y6ur language or your conduct, and the miracle will 
no longer be a miracle. 
~: .And the heroine will no lcmger be a heroine~ 
Joachim: t-Ie understand that from now on you will want isolation and 
quiet. You lmow the house and gDrdens that the ·city owns near 
the lake. '!hey are yours.. We will see to 1 t that no visit 
and no worry ever trouble y-ou there, but follow us, and lead 
the procession. · 
.. . 
Judith: So you think, Joachim, that I will be content at ·~,: age with 
the magnolia-shaded villa with private beach that one o:fters 
in their declining years to f~lJ/3¥ women? I •m twenty years old. 
~: You've grown very proud and easily offended since yeste.rdq l 
Judith: He hasn tt, though!"® 
Joachim: Who? 
Judith: Himl I ld.lled in the name o:f a dif:ferent God, and He woo •t 
let it be seen. And He manages to take all the credit for it 
Himself o J\nd if I wished, He would accept me as His ambassa-
dor in the city-, crowned with a halo 1mt11 my death, as long 
as Jb cotu d make up for it afterward~ 
Guard: (in his sleep) Sle k:Uled him out of loveu .. that •s goodo 
Judith: You hearl 
Paul: Hhat? 
-
Judith: 
Your ears are ringing. He didn't say a wordo 
Judith: He did., He told how I ld.lledo 
Joachim: We can guess bow you think you ld..lledo It makes no difference. 
t s 
Joo...c. Pl• m 
-n-
Sho\1 me the woman who doesn •t think abe k:llled out or loveo 
Judith: You say that word so be.dl.:yl • .., Yctt '-~e had so ff!W occasions to 
s~ that word1ooo 
Joachim a Ch, but I have. .Af'ter almost every crimen o Whether you were 
the avenging angel or the scorpion, it •s done. \-le more or less 
predicted it. 
Judith: Did you predict m;y pleasure, m;y taste for that pleasure, m;y 
ecstasy? 
Paul: Spare us your descriptions o 
-
Judith z And what did yPu spare ~(!J Yesterday did you are me our . ..:- G... 1 ;J.. 
·aescr:tpt!ons of a monStrous HOlofernes? 1hat s all you lack 
for your triumph, isn •t it? You want me to make a notarized 
statement declaring thot Holof'ernes was deformed. 1he bright- w A'-' tJ 
est Jewish eyes were blind next to his, Paul. And his bod;y ~~ ,3 
was smooth, glowing, the me lmman ward ••• 
Paul: Yes, yes, we all Im.ow that nowl 
Judith: You all lmowl John showed his head to the crowdl I wU1 take 
revenge on John and ~eryone who saw it, no matter how msny o 
Paul: You see. You must avenge yourself o Therefore you DlllSt liveo 
-
Judith: (turning toward the Ous.rd) What is that guard erying?ci) 
~: Nothing, I tell you. He •s sleeping} 
Judith: Why is he getting up? t~ is he sitting 
me like that? 
~: He 's lying down. You •re dreaming I 
and looking at 
Joachim: Calm down, Judith, :I beg you, and help us to reach a conclusion~ 
The slightest deception, and the people will lose their courage. 
That you hesitate is already a crime, for you are hesitating 
between God :->nd the man wham God hPted. 
Judith: I don •t hesitate~ I heve chosen. I have chosen against hatredJ 
~: Take care ••• ynu "re pushing us too fer J ® 
Joachim: You •re losi.r1..g your mind. (0 
Judith: God will be delighted. He loathes me... N:>t once since fx-; Cue 13 
I 
CD V-u..d 1'+--h mcv~ · /Ja..L.I.::. ..J.<.,....)o ~ I 
GP ta...u..Q X1s clun q_ ~- ./L. ('b 
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yesterday did I feel His pressure or His presence. Ir He uses 
me, it •s without wanting to touch me, like a disgusting knife 
wflose hard1.a o1» wraps in a handkerchief. I was expt.cting 
. nim t.o nurl me at Holofernes like a yotmg arch-angel, pure, \fiJ A ( ,...> w14 
strang, all-seeing; with what modesty thi~ morning, an awaking, C.U 1-+ (\. 
I would have given back to Him His cloak a"ld !fa Ught; but 
what you call the miracle took place because I was lustfUl, 
because I stanmared before the soldiers. and because I liedo 
I have had nv God of childhood and tdolesCGnef3o If ltV God of 
wananhood hides Himself, too bs.d rar HimJ .Ah, Joachillls I 
thought I was indifferent to men. I mtS af'.raid nv boct" would 
lie inert next to theirs. Holo:temes showed me the truth, and 
I will be faithful to h1mo It is to Ood that I am inditferento .. 
\Vhy" has he gotten up? t'lhy is he coming toward me? (j) 
Paul: tfuo? 
-
Judith: 'lhe guard! 
Paul: 
Judith: 
Joachimz 
Judith: 
Paul: 
-
Joachim: 
You 're ravin .2- You can see he's lying down, 
~t-"f'&-:l~r:fii~Hil::l:~!allla,T,;:I.QIRS • Is. +h:.ct- \"\• ~ o. 'M r ~ \)::u.tc. l u·IC\ ") 
Yo' 1re. ncvv, ~q_ _ho-.\\u.c. 1\a.:ho ns 
Ik:m •t try to distract us. Think far one momentJ Haven •t we 
received from God what we asked !'rom Hi.m., you .first of alll 
BUt I asked £rom Him only Himself J@ 
Can you deny there was a miracle, and through your me4;iationf:D 
'lhe miracle c~me out of a heap of vile, low, fearful thingso 
God permitted you as His servant.s to prepare it at a !9-luced 
price, with me, that is, with the minimum of virginity and 
itmocence, because my reputation as a popular rich girl covered 
the d€ CEJI tion... Only the enemy of God has been noble and good. 
A just God would have preferred to heap up all that is pure, 
sweet, and holy, and do without the miracle, (@c c. e ts _ 
G:.o U....e. F 
If God were a girl, perhapsJ lX> you think that because a little 
Jewess asks Him to ••• 
(speaking simultaneously) You 1re going too far l You are 
destroying every connecUol'. with Ffim.o,. Don't ever axpecto, o 
(The Gu.ard h~s gotten up. He comes toward Judith,) 
(Scene VI- Guard, Judith, Joachim, Pault 
m 
~ 
~o<- / $ S"l~ 
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Guard: 
Judith: 
Guard: 
Jwti.th: 
--
Guard: 
Judith: 
Guard: 
Judith: 
Judith: 
Guard: 
Judith: 
Judith: 
-13· 
( Joaclrllll and Pall remain iniDobUe tram the moment the Guard 
rises, their speech and gestures frozen throughout the scene0 } 
Pardcr. me, little Judithl 
(D 
l'lho are ynu? 'Who ••• are ynu? 
'lbere 's such a glow all armmd you I 
A glat-T? I'm glowing? Then it must be that for you mud 
sparkles, £11th glittersooo No doubt you also see me wearing 
scarlet breechesl 
I s~e you as you are, in crimson and gold.oo 
And all this leather smells like rosesJ And my cheeks are 
smooth as a peachl You're more perceptive than I thought.,.o 
All rightl Now it's up to you and me to .fight it out, JudithJ 
l·Jby should we fight? 
Because the time has came to settle things once and for all a. o 
by- a wrestling match, if necessaryo · 
I don 't understando 
You will understandu. Tell me, Judith, since the moment when 
you le.rt your house yesterday- evening, has your body ·suffered 
the slightest need., hunger 1 thirst, or anything else? Even 
now does your stomach bother you, or your .bla~? · 
i·Jhy these questions? 
'Jhe answer is no, isn 1t it? And did the filth of the battle-
field through which :rau stumbled dirty your shoes., did the 
thistles scratch them, did the leaves stain them green? And 
no doubt there remains on your hands some trace o.r the murder?.,. 
Yes, yes, rub them, tO make a blood stain appearJ You can rubJ 
.lll your life they will be 1-1hite and pure, and your body with-
out mark • . 
0\~ - (j;) 
It has the mark which is its rights t .1et of Holofemesl 
Th.2 t 's hi~hly questionable. Go submit to an. examination by 
the matrons when you returrio What they say will surprise you.,. o 

Judith: 
Guard: 
Judith: 
Judith: 
Guard: 
Judith: 
Guard: 
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tho gives you the right to speak to me like this? 
lhe right I The right, indeedl00bstinate girlo.. All the 
heavenly' presences which since ,ester~ evening have escor~ 
you.1 and pit.ied you, and supported you, and mads with their 
wings a cathedral around you., Y'01l have forced one af'ter another 
to hide their faces end leave, and of them all only I am left, 
and to make l~W'Self visible~ you oblige J!S to enclose myselt 
in the heavy, st1nld.ng envelope of this guard. 
C~ ;JOU? If it 1s God Who is finally speaking to ~ through 
yau., it 's too late A 
You think that God is going· to speak to youJ You think thr·t 
God · speaks ·to men to watch them listening to his voice, as 
the dog listens to the voice of his master, wi.th his head 
stupidlY cock9d to one side above an idiot boeyo But those 
whca He has chosen, God mans to enoint from head to foot, 
and He caused us l2st night to bring you conpletely into His 
silenceuo Along your route, we slipped inside the dying 
men so they would no longer cry out, into the dead bodies so 
that even the process of putre.f'a tion might be suspendedo. o 
streams beari.ng pebbles flowed past your feet without a mur-
mur, tha dogs of war turned toward you their fangs without a 
whimpero And you didn 1t sense +hrt we were in that rotting 
tlesh and those dogs ' muzzles I . 
Ch -:rou who speak thus, 't-rhy did you keep sUentl 
Such is Judith, first of her class, chosen by Godl She under-
stood nothing of that silence J •• ., Instead of racing to stifle 
the echoes at their very point of reflection; instead or rushing 
to racei-.e the sound falling from the tree and deadening its 
.fall · under every bush, and instead of snatching in advance 
the cry tram the beaks of cocks, all we had to do was to stuff 
her ears vr.i th cotton? And all those signs we thought were her 
wink and her connivance, that. caress which from far off she 
gave a night-bird_ .. th~t. ld.ss she gave a wounded horse, it was 
not to us thc- ·w gave them, to her celestial cousins who 
thought her mingled with them, tied to them by a rope over a 
precipice like the Alpine climber to his guides, but to the 
owl and the horseJ 
Forgive ne J Q 
J.re you listening to me this time? Ib you understand? 
I-----
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Ouard: 
Judith: 
Chard: 
Judith: 
Guard: 
lndith: 
Guard: 
Judith: 
Judith: 
Ouard1 
Judith: 
Ou.ard: 
-
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Forgive meJ 
Tell the Jews the truth, and He wUl :forgive youl 
1P7hat truth? 
That you ld.lled the enemy o:f God as God ordained it, out or 
hatredo 
You lmow that ' !: ll01i U'u8 I 
It•s not truel 
Didn •t Y9~ see everything, aren •t ynu ray. witnessiD 
Dare tell~ it 1s ~ot truep:t,t us examine your night, from 
its beginning to its end,. • You eame in, and he was already 
lying down, t-tasn 1t he, and leaning on his elbow he was waiting 
:for you, and a sparkling ostrich egg g1i ttered in his right 
eye and his left eye ·was cJIJJr shadow, and with a glance you 
n:easured the battlefield ••• 
I saw a bed. That •s· all ;r sawo 
God Himself hesitates to ask a woman to .fight standing up 0 
And the wickf breast-plate o.r his chest did not frighten you with 
its buckles of nmscles~ __ You undid your clothing and combs~» 
You . kept neither fabric nor shell, •• 
. .. . ... . . 
And I went to him. 
And you went to hirnl And we exulted, for on your nude boey, 
could no longer be seen a,nything but weapons, your nails 
sharpened, your teeth polished, even your .forehead so shiirlng 
and full that by striking with all its S~'1gth the forehead 
of Holo.fernes, it would have shattered 1-i. ;.· 
Then everything I heard from hi1D ~i'as reality, evecything I 
received from hl r.i _ ·-ras revelatiOn. •• " 
ThDt would hrve been possible., God does not mind that His 
words and His .Pl~asures may come to _.you ~ough coarse bodiesoo. 
They are his filters.; Dut ·C-od loved you .. :-·: :, ~ _ 1 

Judith: 
Uuard: 
--
Judith: 
Guard: 
-
Judith: 
~: 
Judith: 
Guard: 
Judith: 
Guard: 
had decided thDt nothing of Holofernes would touch you~ and 
He threw us over that body as a transparent man: And 
Hichael was the tongue and the glnttis, and Ephraim was the 
bel.ly 1 and I was the right hand. lm oll ught heaven took the 
mold of you and your E. bm)lonment... .And at daybreak, it sent 
you the idea or ld.lling. 
or killing myself •0 
or ld.lling yourself. If' you like. But there was no question of 
Judith ldlling herselfo l'lhat God wanted was only that you 
might sharpen on yourself the idea of nrurder, on your tender 
flesh to make its cutting edge as pure. .And suddenly everything 
disappeared .f'rom your vision, except a bloodless circle on the 
chest of the sleeping man, a tight brilliant circle, such as 
a chUd projects with his mirror, and I lmow not with what 
chUd's mirror God projected it, and in the center ot thls 
man you thought you loved, you began to watch and to hate 
that circle like a targetlo.. Is that true? 
(2;) 
PerhapsJ 
Is th~t true? 
'nlat 1s true. 
And 1re wept with joy to see hatred at last appear on that body, 
l.:iini ted at first like a pimple, but which would soon grow and 
spread like a skin cancer P .And, delirious 1 we were already 
prepering the rivet and bolt 1-1hich would prevent you from 
drawing out the dagger .f'rom the dead body to use it on yourself o ® 
And 't.Jhen the idea came to you of placing the point on the circlEl o o 
I wanted to graze him1 to prick ·him. •• 
To prick him? 
It •s your turn to understand me 1 Under stand me J If I hc.d 
poisoned myself, I would also lu!.ve made him taste in his sleep 
a sip or the bitter brew, not to kill him, but out of tender-
ness, to see the sweetness of his grfmaceo 
And t-rhen the idea came . to you or Jllacing the point on the 
circle, all or us bounded 1tpon you, nmltiplying your thought a 
ht.mdred-fold Didn •t yott fsel us, Judith? 

Guard: It we.s the angels and their avalanchel And when you were 
ehildisbl3' awaiting yaur death ove~ his dead body, without 
m~g, like a bee. after .stinging, we gave back sound to the 
world,,- once. mo~, and y01i heard the · spid9r weaving its web, 
and beneath the ground the tunneling of the mole, and behind the 
bed the field mouse nibbling its grain of wheat, and finally 
the voice of &lsannaou See, ungrateful-girl, how God scorns· 
you I Get llpe .. · Go with the Jaws, it is timeoo• 
Judith: No, no1 Spare me this mart~l 
Guard: i-Jhat martyrdan? 
Judith: Since God wishes it, I will deny' nothing, I will not c~te a 
scandalo OOy let Him spare meJ <r let H1m take mel Iet Him 
allow me to give to death a Judith, who is still sweetJ That 
I should be tor a whole nation and all a long life~ the a,·mbol 
ot murder and hatred, God could not ld.sh it, since he has marked 
me since ... childhood to be the symbol or -love0 
Guard: You thought so; you .were wrong. Your brothers were not wrongo 
Judith: I·w brothers? I eouldn •t take a step without the chUdren 
following me and throuin_g me roses l , 
Guards They were following bloods They were throwing roses at bloodl 
Judith: At the crossroades I saw the old men discussing each of my 
new dresses and smiling at me e 
WA rJ 
Cluard: ~ey were smiling at an immens~ crimson stain 'Which sudd.enly Y-te. ' 5 
cl.othed youJ... Don't insist. Love has in fact passed through 
this dramao But not by you. By Susanna. No one will ever 
know anything of it, tor it is not good that lave should have 
its liturgy and its saints, but Susanna was loveo .Anyhow, you 
may be sure that . this evening nothing sweet w.lll be lett of 
Judithl 
Juditht Ch you who have no name, would I feel this agony because I 
cannot name you, if there wre no tenderness left in me J Why 
this delayed miracle J Why make or this night of perj't117 a.'l'ld 
debauchery a holy nightl 
Ou.ard: Don •t worry about that. God reserves for Himself the ri~ht to 

Judith: 
Guard: 
project holiness upon sacrilege and purity- upon viceo It •s 
all a matter or lighting ••• 
All my anguish is lighted up1 my whole flayed lifeo Fire 
burns less than this light. 
The burnin~is nothing yet. You will see when the sun caneso 
Cane, 1o~o Go to the city. It is time .. o -
\VfH. 
Judith: Fly city, where no one idlJ smt;J.e at- m asain exce)t those who &e 
smile at deatho From which in one night all that I've lived WAc.c0 
for wUl have disappeal"6d, rq fri~ds, my animals, m:r nowersJ G.. l(o 
Hake the sacritice of your triendso. • You '11 find the tlowers 
again} 
Judith: Yes, I can see from here the old Judith, withered and bent, who, 
one evening in late autumn will rediscover the peach and the 
roseooe And my memories? 
Guard: \ihat memories? 
Judith: In that dried-out body, t-ihat will become of all the memories of 
the happy,warm bo~? And what will happen to the gif't or Holo-
.fernes? v1Ul that body bear a son? WUl I have a son? I 
Chard: 
beg you... Free me at least f'ran this agony 0 
Iihough canplaints; take carel vJhat can I say, Judith, I W.o 
return now toward disgrace J For to convince you, to save you, 
I have betrayed God's secret, I have lost in rrfY' rank all 
dignitt and seniarityo Go. If it will lessen your pain, you 
may say. to yourself that in the lesser cohorts or God, there is 
a fallen one for whom the of' Judith is a nsme or tender-
ness.eo But obe me at e. 
I will take shape again and charge 1 and I will figh~ 
to tear from your throat the lie which God demands fV (With a (9 4 Cu •0 
gesture he has bent Judith's shoulders toward the ground; 
then throus himself on the bench, where the dead-drunk guard 
sleeps once more. ) 
(Scene VII - Judi th1 Joachim, Paul, Guard asleep) 
(As soon as the guard returns to his sleep, Joachilll and l·aul 
become reanimated, picld.ng up their interrupted phraseo) 
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Paul: oe o He 1s going to send her a special messenger. 
-
Joachim.- ... Him to deign to appear to youl 
(ib.ey are very excited. Judith looks at them, stunned, re-
covering her senses.) 
Judith t AhJ it •a you, J oachim.l 
Joachim: It I.S insists on concealing Himself, inq>ious girl, it's no 
longer you 'Who will find God's hiding place I 
~: He has blinded you with His light. Too bad. Stlw btindl 
·Judith: ~ satiofied..,. I will follow you ••• 
\· 
Joachim: 
Judith: 
You '11 follow us? 
To stir up your scandal s.gain, to spread panic? No, we 're not 
leaving here uhtU we 've settled everything.. • What do you 
want? 
I tell you that I am coming_. v.i.thout conditionso 
Joachim: Without conditions, but i18 hm~ conditions nowo lie must 
arm ourselves against your deviations@ 
Judith: Speak. I will obey. 
Joachim: Henceforth you will live in the temple} You will not receive 
any friends, any relatiws. 
Judith: Thnt will be eesy. :-Iy filthiness and my glory no longer leave 
me any company but God,. 
Joachim: If the Hord love and the word pleasure are still in your mouth, 
cry them, if you wish, one lc.st time; spit them once more before 
the supreme silence o 
Judith: l•ty l)outh is dry' o • o 
Joachim: Beginning tomorrow you will watch over the unruly families, the 
morally questionable schools, the young girls.. You will judge 
them in the tribunal of the temple,. You wi.l1 choose their 
punishment. 
Judith: I will choose it. 
~'"' 
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Joachim: And you will designate those who with you each day' will r 
and mortifY their flesh. ]X) you accept? 
Juditht 
Guard I 
Judith: 
Guard: 
Judith: 
I accept. 
Then glory to Judith(/) and let us hurry. Everything may still 
be savedJ. ... Wait... Let me cover you with this cloak. It 
is black. It is more .fitting for the bride of God ••• 
(dead drtmk) And for the 1ddow o£ HolofernesJ 
HhDt did he say? (.3) 
1-Je don •t understand hiccups0 
Out of love. She killed out of love ••• 
(going to the guard 211d contemplating him with tenderness and WM!.tJ 'WA 
repugnance) It will be necessary to cut out this guard 1s G.te 1 £'> ~c 
tongue, Joachim ••• 
Joachim: Very 1-mllo 
Guard: Judith, she was calledl And she had a bodyJ All night long ... 
(Judith covers his SAO\>.th with her bando) 
Judith: Have it done lu' aoldiers w.i.th muffled earsooo 
'(The guard gestures) 
Judith: i-Jht't madness is this? 
.Paul: I don •t lmow what he's mimicking with that kissJffi 
Guard: I'm mimicking Judith, the whore. 
Judith : It li'ould be best to have him killed, Joachim~ 
Joachim: ile ~t.t!l b@ ktll§d •• o 
Judith: ~~~--------~------~--~~wue~ (after a last look 2t the guard)...., Let your procession appr·oaeh. •• 
Judith the holy is preparedo Ga' C• 'e ' E3 0a•.en c1a "'l 1 ~ s ...ru..c t.) 
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LIG CUES 
Plugging • 2A - 3B • 4A • 7A 
Preset - ACT I 
2 up to F 
4Aupto6 
House and Preset aut 
Cue Ill 
1 - 4 • 7 • ll - 12 up to S 
8- 10 up to 6 
9 up to 7 
Cue 112 
Part l 
lluptoF 
12upto9 
10 up to 8 
Pert 2 
2 up to 5 
5-6upto6 
Bobbie 7 up to 7i' 
8upto7 
9 up to 8 
4-l up to 6 2 up to F 
J .. 6upto7 
5upto8 
Bobbie 
7 
Steve 
2S 
steve 
9ue IJ 
l - 4 - 5 up to F 
Cue #JA 
l - 4 - 5 down to 8 
CUe :114 
6 up to 8 
3 - 5 down to .3 
7 - 8 • 9 -11 down to 3 
Cue 115 
l 
so 
30 
m.s.cltout 
Switches 
1- 6 - B 
-
Salvation - Fellback - Click 
7 - 12• s 
AOT TI 
Preset 
2 up to 8 
.3A up to 7 
House and Preset out 
9ne (!6 
1 up to 6 
4Aupto7 
7 .. 11-12uptoF 
8 - 10 up to 9 
9upto5 
Cue 117 
5-6upto7 
JA up to F 
1 down to 4 
5-6 upto F 
)A - 4A down to X 
2 - 4B up to F 
Cue ft8 
l - 9 down to 3 
6 down to 7 
7 - 8 down to 6 
10 down to 4 
l2 down to 8 
Cue 116ft. 
6 up to 9 
l-.5-6downtoX 
8 - 9 - 10 - 12 down to X 
Cue 1!9A 
2 ·4Adown toX 
Cue #10 
m.ackout 
-
7- 11 
30 
50 
5o 
ACT III 
Preset 
2uptoF 
4B up to F 
House and Preset out 
l - 7upto5 
4-9·UuptoF 
8 - 10 up to 6 
12upto8 
Cue /ll2 
Cue #lJ 
.)upto5 
2 up to F 
5 up to 71 
6 up t o 6 
12 up to 9 
9 - 10 down to X 
1 - 2 - 5 ... 6 down to X 
Switch, 2 B 
Cue@.4 
7 .. 8 - 11 dow to X 
3 ... 4 down to X 
12 up to F 
l 
Switch 4 A 
Cue 111'5 
4A up to 8 
2B up to F 
Cue #16 
7 .. 8 - 9 - 10 - ll up to Previous Settings 
12 down to 7 
Cue lfJ.7 
7 - 8 • 9 • 10 - 11 • 12 down to X 
4A down to l 
Cue #18 
Blackout 
-
2 Switch 
1 
30 
'3\ 
I \) ''1-, 
~-
mSTRUMENT SCHEDULE 
II TYPE \iATJ.'S AREA COLOR CIRCUIT D 1MER 
1 Fresnel sao G 29 ~ 4B 
2 Fresnel $00 G So ~ ,3B 
J Fresnel Sao G so D6 1 
4 Davis 1SO 4 2 D1 7A 
s Davis 1$0 3 2 ~ 7A 
6 Fresnel soo G so n, 4A 
7 Davis 1.50 8 2 ~ 9 
8 Davis 1.50 9 2 06 10 
9 Peveare 4oo 7 CL 04 1 
10 Davis 1$0 s 2 11. 7A 
11 Davis 1.50 3 2S ~ 11 
12 Davis 1.50 4 2S ~ 11 
13 Iilrie 150 8 25 ~ s 
14 Fresnel 500 0 41 nu 2 
1.5 P.c. 400 13 2$ 05 6 
16 P. C. 400 6-10 OL 1\ a 
17 Davis 150 10...11 25 ~ 8 
18 Fresnel 500 G 65 ~ 3A 
19 Peveare 400 12 2-1 \ 9 
20 Davis 150 7 2 ~ 8 
21 Davis l5o 14 2 B6 10 
22 P.o. 400 6 25-1 ~ 12 
23 Davis l50 7 2.5-1 ~ 12 
INSTRUMENT SCHEDULE (Continued) 
# TYPE I'l.ATTS AREA COLOR CIRCUIT Dir1MER 
24 P.o. 400 1) 2-1 06 10 
25 ~veare 400 16 25-1 ~ 5 
26 P.O. 400 11 CL ~ 12 
27 ~snel 500 G 29 
.A4 2A 
28 .Peveare 400 12 2$-1 03 5 
29 Davis 150 9 25 cs 6 
30 Davis 1$0 5 25 ~ ll 
31 DaVis 150 14 25 as 6 
32 Inlcy' s 57 Ind. line 2B 
~-nn • SCHEDULE 
AREA DIMMER WATTS CIRCUIT 
\¥arm ... 3-4-5 7-A 450 D_t 
6-7- lo-11 8A & B 700 B;t 
8-12 9A 5$0 1\ 
9-13-14 lOA & B 700 B6-06 
OoOl.-
3 -5 llA 450 ~ 
6-7- lo-ll l2A & B 950 ~...c 2 
8-12-16 , 950 13-0J 
9-13-14 6 700 a; .. c5 
Jns# 
3 lA 500 straw-D6 
9 lB 400 c4 
14-27 2A 1000 blutt s-n4-"4 
32 2B sun 
18 3A 5oo r~d-A) 
2 )B 5oo straw-E:t 
6 4A Soo straw 
1 4B 5oo blue 
D:U·fi'I!ER PLUGG .G SET-UP 
A • C4 
l ... B- B5 
2 
-
A• F4 • C6 
B - sun 
~= ~ 
-
A - C4 
B - §i 
A ... E4 
5 
-
B _, H. 
A-E6•D6 
6 
-
B- Ai J 
7 .. A .. Cl 
A • r6 
8 
-
D- 80 
9 
-
Q: P3 
A • EO 
10 
-
B- ~ 
11 ~= ~ 
A - 7 Cool 
12 ... B ... BObbie 
Lux Master .... A5 
Al - Work Light 
A2 -
A) • 500 
A4 ... .Soo 
m. 
-
700 
B2 
-
800 
B3 
-
400 
lit 
-
550 
w.; 
-
150 
B6 
-
150 
Cl .,. 
02 ... 150 
CJ • 550 
C4 - 400 
OS - 55o 
C6 - 550 
Dl. .. 45<> 
.1)2 ... 4~ 
D3 ... 
D4 - 500 
!5 -
ns - .soo 
LINE WATTAGE 
El • 500 
E2 - 500 
COSTUME LIST 
A. Basic Modern Costumes 
Men 2 mack turtleneck sweaters, black trousers, black 
socks. and shoes. Hair must be brown or black. 
Women: All but the two Singers ... mack blouse and straight 
black skirt or black dress, smoke tinted nylon 
stockings, medium high heels. Hair must be black 
or brown. 
Singers: Orey sweaters and grey flared skirts, 
black fiats. 
Note t EXceptions to the basic costumes are noted under t~e 
individual characters below • 
D. riod Costume OVerdress 
Fgon: Ree angular piece of brown flannel, trimmed along 
two eclges with peach-colored band about two and 
one half' inches wide. l1at.erial pulled on the bias 
and draped on the diagonal over the left oul®r 
and under the right am. Drape t the back i loose 
and flows down to a point., about one inch above the 
floor. The oross piece in front is folded .flat 
across the chest, showing the folds . It is fastened 
at the waist on the right side by taking the front 
point and tacking 1 t to the back piece in about 
six inches from the trinnned edge, allowing the 
trimmed edge to now f ly• creating a vertical 
line at the back. The peach trim runs along next 
to the neck and top edge of frontal cross piece. 
Egon also wears the royal w~tle described later. 
He orts large nashy ring. 
otta' Same as above. 
Guards Same as above except that all is h1.mg on the oppo-
site diagonal to give more interest to his protUe 
during long speeches in Act III. In this act he 
holds a. large sword (about three and one halt feet 
long) w1 th a W1de blad41. 
John t Same as Guard except he wears a large r. 'lhe 
colors of his costu:nie are charcoal gt"e"'f flannel 
with cobalt blue trim. Rather than wearing black 
shoes, he wears black medium high boots . 
Joachim: Of.f'-1-Jhite abba. with grey pin stripes runnlng verti-
cally. Co ume opens in front and goes to floor. 
Be carries a knotted wo d staff about five feet 
high. White yamulka, grey hair. 
Paul: Same as above except black yamulka and no staff 1 
black hair. 
Joseph z Raw sienna velour, cut squm-e with a square cut back 
from front edge for neck. Box pleats along back 
fold toward center line at back. Two side pieces 
go over shoulders. Right piece is caught at the 
bottom inside corner, brought up under left piece 
and tacked, creating a V-shaped swag on the chest 
that falls to the waist. Breadth of shoulders is 
emphasiz d. The squere cut cape at the back hangs 
to the knees. Hair is grey. 
Holofernes; The drape is the same as Egon. 'lhe material is 
scarlet linen. He wears a white shirt and scarlet 
ascot to accent dark sld.n. 
let Prq>het :&-own, monkseloth rage, hanging down a:t"m8 and down 
to knees. 
2nd Prophet:m.ue...green abba that hangs to knees. Opens down 
front. 
Servant: Grey and maroon vertically striped abba that hangs 
to knees. q,Gns down front . 
Jacob: Beige, over-the-ohead, monkscloth shirt with green 
cross piece over left shoulder and under right ar.m, 
caught at the waist, and falls to knees. Sbirt is 
beige rather than black. 
Judith: White nylon tricot in three pieces. Back piece 
gathered all the way across shoulders. en the ~ight 
shoulder is a piece of the same width as the back 
gathered so that 1 t hangs from the shoulder to the 
neck in very full folds down the .front. 'Ihe third 
rectangle is attached in the right seem at the shoulder 
and draped like a svag creating a boat neck and 
falling just over the bust. It is caught on the 
left shoulder from the neck to the edge of the 
shoulder ellowing about three feet of material to 
fall over the back to a point. The hem is ankle 
length. The necklace she wears 1n the first two 
acts is seven tiers of gold coins. (Not worn in 
Act In. ) 
Susanna: Searlet nylon tricot in two pieces. Back and .front 
are gathered, leaving a neck hole open. The back 
falls freely. At the front the material is caught 
f'rom the left sid$ at the right shoulder, echoing 
but not duplicating Judith. the excess material 
hangs down the right side to a point. The hem line 
is at the ankle. She wears a necklace identical 
to Judith •s. In Act I she elso wears a black cape 
with a hood. 
Sarah: Sapphire blue nylon tricot in three rectangular 
pieces. The back is gathered in the same manner as · 
above and a piece of material on right is identical 
to Judith•s. On the left shoulder, the third piece 
is folded in box pleats awgy from the neck. It is 
pulled diagonally across her chest, accenting her 
bust; to the waist on the right Where it is caught 
to the edge of the back piece. The front piece 
hangs freely over this. She wears long, dangling 
earrings, a triangular shaped medallion necklace 
and several bracelets. Her hair is very red. 
Daria' A peach-colored; broadcloth, one-fourth circle 
cape sp(Uls her shoulders and drapes down the back. 
Sh wears a black, .flared skirt and black nata. 
1st Singer :A pale blue cape same as above. 
2nd Singer ;A pale green cape smne as above. 
Royal mantle is scarlet, cut like a choir robe and 
. / ,,· ...... 
trimmed in brown .fur and gold applique at the sleeves 
and around the front opening. It is of cordtu-oy 
and hangs to the noor. 
'\\ 
Act I 
Preset: 
Hand props : 
PROPERTY LIST 
1 - large table 
2 - stools 
1 .... low, short bench 
1 - standing mirror 
<h large table: 
1 - tablecloth 
1 - water decanter containing water 
4 • clear water tumblers 
1 • rectangular brass tray containing one 
chicken drumstick 
1 ... round brass tray cont aining grapes 
and two apples 
1 - large vase containing siX artilioial 
chrysanthemums 
On low, short bench: 
1 • small brass box 
1 - small vase containing two artificial 
orchids 
1 -long sash used as a gag (for servant) 
1 - dagger in aoabberd (for John) 
1 • handkerchief (for Joseph) 
Act II 
Presett 
Hand props: 
1 - 5 toot wooden staff (tor Joachim) 
In pocket of Susanna's cloak: 
1 - jewelled dagger in scabbard 
l - ten pouch 
1 • black make-up pouch 
1 • comb 
l ... long bench 
1 ... throne chair with royal robe over U ann 
1 - low, short bench (from Act I) 
en low, Short bench: 
1 - wine decanter containing diluted 
grape juice 
1 - green Wine goblet containing diluted 
grape juice 
l - empty green wine goblet on 1 round 
brass trq (fr(Jil Act I) 
l - rectangular brass tra3 (from Act I) 
containing 1 large bunch of grapes 
(fran Act I) 
1 - large lmife 
1 • dagger 1n sheath (for Sarah) 
1 ... dagger 1n scabbard (for ot.ta) 
1 - small jewelled dagger in pocket of 
Judith •s cloak 
Act III 
Presets 
Hand props: 
Same as Act II, w1 th empty wine goblets 
and w1 thout large knife . 
Add 1 large sword by long bench. 
1 - dagger in scabbard (for John) 
1 • 5 foot wooden stdf (for Joachim) 
1 .. long knife (for Prophet) 
,, 
SOUND AND MUSIC LIST 
1. '!'he gong used was of orchestral si~e (3 
feet in diameter). It was struck rapidly' near the lower 
rim With a so.rt.-he8 ded drumstick to produce a low, 
ominous roll with avertcnes. On the last sound cue, the 
roll began a..t'ter the word nao," and after the word 
l# t"' ~~'-If"~ 
-"'M-~p.-.. ~L-rose in volume to a roar, at which point the gong 
was struck for the only time once .full 1n the center 
(the cue !or blackout). 
2. 1be crowd sounds in Act I came £rom a 
standard sound effects record: Major cords 5oo2A, 
General Ooni'u.sion of Voices. 
3• The Jewish chanting in .Act Il came from a 
Folkways record called "Yemenite Passcver 11 (which was 
recorded in ~aol); side 2, halfWay through band 2. 
The vocal pattern for the "a4llelujahs1 " 
done a1 ternately solo and full chorus by the crowd during 
their entrance in .Act III, was adapted from this record. 
4. The music played by Holoternes • musicians 
in Act n came from a Capitol rec Called "For My' 
True wve" (side 11 band 4). It was an adaptation oi a 
~ 
Pavane (~. $0) by Gabriel Faure, executed by Salli Terri 
(mezzo-soprano), Laurindo Almeida (guitar), and Martin 
Ruderman (flute); the fast section was not used. 
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DIRECTOR tS REHEARSAL LOG 
Tuesday', Novembe-r 1.3-·-Cbjectives: to excite cast about 
play- and their roles, to make them .feel part of 
constructive group; to clear up mi sprints in t ext 
and prommciation of proper names; to read thl"'ugb 
play looking only for meaning (literal meaning of 
lin s, .facts abaut character relationships, overall 
meaning of plq), not .for per.formanee values. Very 
satisfactor.Y results. Discussion of play as tragedy 
and of humanistic vs. religious points of view with-
in play .-.t not only clarified ideas but also involved 
whole cast. Dtscussed style briefly: necessity of 
dealing with poetry of language, but also of finding 
moment-to-moment objectives. Problems: some scheduling 
conflicts. It will be important to get actors playing 
scenes .fairly soon; otherwise they~rill get bogged 
down in "'<~ord&. 
ec:tnesday, laveniber 14--0bjeotives: to read through 
Acts I and II earef'ully, stopping frequently to dis• 
cuss character, charaeter relationships, and objectives. 
Uost satisfactory results, particularly with Act II. 
Discussion al3o brought out comedy in both f.cts., which 
wasn't too apparent before. Concentrated on strict 
logic of each character's line of action within scenes. 
Problems: in Act I, Paul Peterson 1s tendency to in• 
dieate ~:IDd play generalities, Bnlc Kornbluth's lack 
of experience in analyzing a rol • Both can be dealt 
with. 
Thursday, t-.Tovamber 15 ... --0bjeetives: SSi!'..e as yestorday, 
for Act III and the ends of I and n . Very satisfac ... 
tory r esults, especially for end of Act I , in which 
an improvisation succeeded in establishing sustained 
contact for the first time betw en two actors (at 
Murdock and Nancy Volkman) . This also a clear the 
necessity of finding not only beats, but precise 
attitudes for each character in relation to every 
other character; this enables some beat to take care 
of t hemselves, without having to be made conscious. 
Problems: in Act I I I, same ns in .Act I for Paul and 
Bruce yesterday) a little impro 
• 
Friday, November 16--0bjectives: to reid full play 
tdthout stopping, taking notes on progress and acting 
problems. Good result 1 although no time to read 
Act III. ~ill use notes for I and II in next few 
rehearsals. 
Saturdtly, November 17---0bjoetives t to work on acting 
problems in Act I._ with actors standing and moving at 
will. Superb results: the best rehearsal I've ever 
bad·-fi ve hom-s of maximum creativity • Worked on 
talldng and 11st6ning with everyt:me~ especially Paul 
Peterson; on character with Sue1 Naney Volkman, Bruce, 
Jack DaVidson; made series of discoveries about atti-
tudes and motivation$ which made scenes work fc:~r first 
time. Prcblenu Bruce lacks incisiveness and humor, 
and tends to play a good rabbi rather than a parson. 
Sunday, November 18--0bjectiws: same as yesterday, 
for scenes lett over frotll Act I • . Good result • 
Established Sue·Paul relationship by an improvisa-
tion, which helped the~ scenes immensely, and again 
steered Paul away fl'oom indicating. Fotmd how Susanna •s 
remarks af'foot Judith in their scene. Problem: keep 
Nancy Volkman playing objectives to Sue, not lines to 
an image of Judith. strGngthen &u.oe J give him con• 
ti.dence as a character and sense of C"'n'ln'l~nd. 
Mmda;r, November 19--0bjectives: ssme as yesterday, 
for Act ll. Generally good :results. Worked oti defi-
nition or character relationships in scene 1 , and 
underlying reality of actions; on two levels of reelity 
in scene 2. Worked on clarifying beats with Bertrand 
Henry and Sue; Nancy Volkman made stunning progress. 
Problems : to get Nancy Freiman to accept and like 
her character, and to play moti vatad actions; to get 
I. 
Bob Kates to do the ane J to get John Mclean to play 
from moment to moment. 
Tuesday, November 20.--0bjectives : Same as yesterd , 
for Jl,ct III. Uneven results . Stopped Paul Peter on 
from indicating; redefined objectives in Judith• 
Susanna scene. Because of a crowd :oomber •s attitude, 
stopped r~earsnl and had carefully designed f'i t of 
rage . Worked with Paul Zakrzewsld to g t smoother 
lin • J this tended to direct hint toward nastiness,. but 
did get some qualities needed. 
(Thanksgiving vacation began on r. rednasday; classes 
resumed on l-bnday. ) 
F.riday, November 23---Cbjective: to drill lines 1n 
Judith-Bolofernes soenee. 
Saturday, November 24--0bjective: to ltork Judith-
Guard scene. Good results. Got Sue to play from 
moment to momentJ Paul z. found attitude toward bar. 
Monday, N vembar 26--<l>jeetive: to block Act I through 
seen S. 
Tuesday, November 27--0bjectiva I to block Act I, 
scene 6 to ends and run Act I . Beceusa two crow 
members were over an hour late 1 could run c:t I only 
up to Judith-Susanna scene. 
dnesday, Uovembor 28-0bjective: to block Aet II 
through scene 4. Managed to block second Judi th• 
Roloternes scene as ell. 
Thursday, N i'V'ember 29--0bjectives: to block Aet II~ 
scene 5 to endJ to rmt Acts I and II. A ghastly re-
hearsal. I 1n1 deadened by a cold; the actors lost all 
acting vaJ.ucs discovered before va.cation-.... totally 
unreal end dull. The rest of these rehearsals will 
be devoted to getting back through hard work What we 
fm.md so spontaneously. 
!Tiday, 1ovambor JQ ..... ...Qbjective s t o block Act III through 
scene 4. 
Saturday,- ~camber 1--Cbjectives: to block Aet III, 
scene 5 to end; to run f.et II and III. Good results. 
Act II, scenes 1 and 2 are beginning to improve . 
Sunday~ Ieeember 2--0:>jectivo: to run lines Without 
scripts for full play; working also for clarity of 
objectives and contact. Excellent results with Acts I 
and II. Act III is still too shaky to work on much 
for acting value,s . 
Monday, Dacetlb$r 3--·0bjective: to work Aet I . Beauti-
M results, especially with Paul Paterson, who did 
extraordinarily ina work. Problem with getting Sue 
to per sonalize and make speci fic her f ear of Holoternes 
and of her Mission. 
fu&sdq, l):)cember 4--Cbjective: to work .Act II {as · 
well as the croWd aeene in Act III, which we worked 
gvery atternoon this week). Very good results, es-
cially with Nancy Freiman, Bob Ka.fes, and John !-f.ctean, 
who begin to have mueh better co~tact with situation, 
their char0ctera, and each other. cellent progress 
by Sue in Holofernes s cenes toward suppressing emotion 
until it forces its way out. Problems: Bertrand 
sOlTI:lti.mes loses small bjectives and personal eontact 
with Sue; she has dif:f'icul ty with situation in scene 
With Susanna. 
ie esday, teoember $-...Objective t to 1-1ork Act III. 
Excellent results t Paul Petel"son made jealous rage 
specific; Sue fo~d emotional meaning of Guard scene; 
and ul z. found tone of his scene. Problems: to 
get Sue to play urgent objectives with sanna; to 
get Bruce to find urgency and strength. 
Thursday, December 6--0bjeotiver to work pr blem 
scenes {III;LJ II, 1,2,41 7J I, 1,2,31 4,6,7; !II, 1, 
21 3). Very good results, especially with Sue's attiM 
tude to Joachim, John, and Susanna in Act I, and with 
scenes :in .Aet III. Problems: getting AOt II opening 
trio to relax and use each other; '\!9 ,get Bertrand to 
make need for Sua personal and intense basis of both 
scenes. 
Friday, Dscember 7-0bjective: to :run through play 
without stopping. Very encouraging :results. Problema.: 
nervous tendency to rush; e'V$ryane needs confidenC$J 
Jack tends to be operatic in I; Paul Peterson needs 
more personal feeling for Sue in I; Sue and Naney 
Volkman need intensity' and urgency in their scenes in 
I, II; and IIIJ :!Brt lackS strong need for &1e in II; 
Paul P. needs more intensity behind objectives in IIIJ 
Paul z. needs more sense of miracle in III. 
Saturday; l))cember 8--0bjective: to run through play. 
Unsatisfactory but valuable results . Partly because 
Mr. Hirsch vas present for first time (which created 
nerves) 1 partly because we reached that point in 
rehearsals, all the actors tnroughout plq (especially 
in III) were so wrapped up in playing objectives and 
using images that they forgot to relate to each other 
and to situation. Mr. Hirsch gave some ex'tl"GJJlel.y 
helpful suggestions to help solve this problem, re-
lated in particular to use of external objects, (props, 
turnitl.ll"e, and above all other actor's) as objects of 
attention. 
Sunday1 December 9·- Cbjectives 1 to run through play 
to adjust ~locldng to platforms in theatre (af'ternoel'l)J 
to run lines (evening) . Adequate results. Sue, in 
panic over approaching opening, decided that she 
oouldn 't actJ this complicated matters. Technical 
problema began to appeal', e . g •. , no furniture or' hand 
props. 
Monday1 Iacember lo--Cb~ective: to run through play. 
Because every-one vas getting nervous, and because 
technical problems loomed ever larger • restrained. 
notes to actors largelY to easily-solved technical 
matters (blocking, etc~) and to clarifying OV'erall 
objectives in lang scenes. 
Tuesday, t:eeember 11-0bjeotive: to run through PlaY, 
skipping through from cue to cue for technical re-
hearsal. Oooo resul te J had time left to run a few 
scenes. 
.. 
Wednesday_. December 12~-Cbjective: to run through play, 
with tech and costumes. Good enough results. Be ..... 
cause ot outbursts of nerves 1n past few days, and as 
Mt-. Hirsch pointed out, beoa~e ot sheer physical 
exhaustion, Sue was ·drained emotionally, and everyone 
was generally tired. Technical problems vastly' iJn... 
proved. 
'lhursd.ay, December 13 ... -0bjective: to run through pl~q, 
with tech and costumes. Very satisfactory reSUlts. 
Most problems that are there tonight will be there for 
the critique tomorrow night; can work on them over 
weekend. 
Mclay 1 December lh-Qritique performance. Rough in 
same ways (nerves caused line problems for everyone), 
but very suoeesatul in others (play took on its own 
shape before an audience and was frequently exciting). 
Prob~ems were largely those I anticipated: Paul F .. -
Sue relationship not deep enough in I; all Judith-
Susanna scenes needed more urgency; Jlrouce needed more 
controlJ etc. Nevertheless, very pleased. 
S turday-1 December 15-Cbjeotivas: to give notes and 
discus~ audienc and faculty reactions to last nightJ 
to encourageJ to work out specific problems. b• ked 
on cleaner rhythm for stabbing at end of I; worked 
on spontaneity in II,l and 2J worked on warmer Judith-
Holofernes relationship, particularly for her; and on 
variety for Bertrand; worked on htmlal'li ty and humor for 
Ja~k in I.; on love between Jack and Su.eJ on Sue's 
attitude toward clothes and toward Joachim; on cleri• 
.t'ying and illtensifying John-Judith ... Joachim situation 
and relationships. Very satisfactory results. 
Sunday, Iecember 16--0bjeetive: to run through play 
with tech and costumes. Told actors to treat this as 
second performance; thank heaven I did, because 
seeond-perfonnance slump hit w1 tb a vengeance t dull 
and empty. still, coUld see in embryo values 
YI O 
worked on yesterday. 
M0nday1 December 17-.. -Pertormanee. Somewhat less ex-
ei ting1 but smoother than Friday night. After about 
seven perfonnanoes, actors and pla,.y would hit their 
stride together. 
'l'uesday 1 December 18.--Performance. Splendid Aot I; 
never dreamed it could be so fascinating. Perhaps 
largely by contrast, II and UI seemed a little more 
dry' than they should be. Who knows? But at one time 
or another, I 've seen every scene in the play performed 
to the best of our ability, and one can tt ask much 
mOl' e . 
~ \ 
STAGE MANAGER'S PERFORt-tANCE LOG 
Friday, ~cember lu 
Ori tique Performance 
7 no - Curtain 
" 
8to8 ... 8:18 ... First intennission 
8t18 • 9:20 • Act II 
9120 - 9:30 - Second intermission 
9:30 - 10tl2 ... Act III 
Total running time .. .3 hours,. 2 minutes 
Monday 1 Decembe:r 17 
~en:lng Performance 
7:40 - CUrtain 
8:39 • 8tS2 • First intermission 
8t52 • 9t5l • Act II 
9 :51 - 10:00 - second intermission 
10 roo ... 10:41 - Act In 
Total running time • .3 hours, 1 minute 
Tue~, December 16 
Final Performance 
4. o5 - OUrt.ain 
5 :o6 - 5 :17 - First intermission 
5sl7 ... 6tl9 • Act II 
6:19 • 6:30 • Second intermission 
6=30 • 7~06 - Act III 
Total running time • · 3 hours,, 3 ndnutes 
!II. C<l-1MENTS 
STUDENT CCJtnmNTS 
This is a selection of the comments made b;r 
students a.tter the Friday' erit ique and in es~ays ·after 
the Monday and Tuesday performances. Since the 
faOUl ty made specific retnarks atter the cri ti.qu.e, I 
have here chosen oQJDn.ents which deal mare with tho 
production in general than in specific detail. 
11
'lhenk you for giving us an opportunity to see 
the production of Judith, which is such a richJ~ i\1U1 
and beautiful play. You hould be complimented on 
your efforts and accomplishment in translating and 
directing this pla,y. It is a tremendous war that 
you have accomplished. I think that you were most 
suceesstul in your interpretation and conception of 
the script, and in your planning of the theatrical 
rea11.zation of its dramatic idea. And from the per .. 
formancos on Honday and Tuesday, I can say that you 
accomplished eighty percent of llhat you intended to, 
which is a great deal, considering the difficul s 
f!!ltery direot<r has to go through. " 
"I didn •t understand the play end I wasn •t 
moved. " 
"Excellently directed ••• the fusion of classic 
and modern in costumes and language were well coordinated 
••• the Holofernes-Judi th eenes were be utiful . , • 
great emotional depth throughout • •• " 
tt an quali tias were lacking in the 
charaetei"s, n 
''What I adJni!oed most out your production 
was the be utiful control and impeccable taste through~ 
out. The production really had the feeling that every 
asoect of the acting and total produetion had been 
carefully considered. I especiallY liked yau.r use of 
musio, which was 11 selected and t'lell used, I 
thought the translation was quite successful and th 
lllOtmting of the production very attr ctive. 1'1hereas 
I did not agree with everything y0u did, I want to 
thank you for a most stimulating evening in the theatre. 
I also want to congratulate you on the i.ml:tsnsity of 
your mdertald.ng, and the beauty of the performance • " 
"An ililpressi ve aecomplishment.--bravo J ••.• I 
was held most of the ti.Jm, but not in .Act III after 
the crowd's ex:Lt... 'lhe peo le were intelleQtuel 
entities, clear but unemotional... Judith refers to 
passion and love within her; I didn •t .e it, though 
I did see her defeat. " 
" It was beautitul! ••• Act III was most tuli'ill• 
:Lng... stunning performanc s . " 
rtFrom vhat appears to me to be a most di££1 ... 
cult--if not impo sible-- cript, ll.fr. Rickner succeed-
ed in fashioning an impressive productiono en I 
read the script, I found very little which interested 
me in the play. I thought the characters cold and 
1 eking in believability and their actions and activi-
ties ineffective theatre and unmoving drama. Fro 
this Bob created a stunning production and interes~ 
ing play. \>lith the production val s of t e Wett"k1 I 
thought Bob achieved his greatest success. In setting, 
lighting, and costumes an extrem ly impressive frame.., 
work waa ore ·ted and a firm hand of eonsi rnble artistic 
taste was revealed. Within this frame the actors 
moved and spoke with aecurity and vivid eff ct. In 
this aspect of the work with the actor I was very 
much impressed with the shov. Thi is perhaps the 
only time I 'w seen a graduate show when I £< l t that 
the actors had security in thamselves as actors. 'lhey 
~t about their business with cleanness, ond ease, 
and security that was most professional. '!bey never 
seemed to reveal en inadequacy to the si tuntion and 
gave .the appearance of perfect aetor control. Her 
was the ohievement of the "ork for e and I do believe 
it ras a significant one. .. en the other hand• ther 
were less suceessf'ul aspects to the production. I 
was never able to ~et involved With the people of the 
play or with th ideas they repr sented. en stage I 
didn '1:. f eel that the actors were really deeply involved 
\d. th the char cters or ~d th what the characters believed 
or wanted. They found everything too e y . They 
ei t red or were conquered by t heir ob ta.eles 
·th such little sweat that I found i t difficult to 
believe the obstacles really existed. In the Tuesday 
af'ternoon perf rmanee th re was good d a1 of improve-
ment of this situation. n 
"This production was extremely successful in 
'-
its theatricality and its unity. The arrangement of 
platforms in the setting worked especially well in 
providing areas m which t he actors could be grouped 
f r maximum effect, and tho director utilized th 
areas admirabl-7 in his blocking. There was a camp&-. 
tancy i.n the handling of the technical elements of the 
production which revealed good organization as well 
as ere tivity and attention to detail; and for which 
the director and his technical taff are to be COlll• 
mended. I articuJ.arly appreci ted the sense or style 
in acting, so thing that is rm'ely achieved. i th 
the exception of' t he spee.ld.ng members of the crowd, 
the lines were delivered with a uniformity of style 
and sppreci. tion of language. " 
"It was magnH'ieent... But I am confused. 
Your play is an intellectual giant; I must read it to 
understand it . But it moved me deeply. n 
FACULTY COMMENTS 
The general reaction of • Ehransperger, 
Hr. H:irsoh 111 l .. Kazanoff, and Dr. Machlin to th 
Friday critique performance was highly favor ble and 
most encouraging.. '!be folloWing eeific suggestions 
were made by Mr. Hirsch and Hr. Ka.zanof'f, and I 
wor!red on them Cf'letr the weekend to the extent that 
time limitations permitteds 
Paul Peterson needed to feel that he would be 
able to control the situation in Act I; when his con-
trol was challenged, he should feel his manhood 
tf!.reaten d. (This would p:roduce a greater trength 
in the character., especially in r lation to Judith. ) 
His stabbing of the prohpat at the end of Act I needed 
to cleaned up rhythnlically. His exit, re-entrance, 
and ra-exi t in Act nr needed to be particulariz d in 
terms of exactly vhat was happening. His relation-
ships with other characters in general needed to be more 
specific. 
Jaok Davidson needed more of a dry~ men- of-
the-world quality, and more sense of humor. H1s love 
end indulgence toward Judith (and hers toward h ) 
needed to be brought out. 
Sue needed to be more conscious of the lovelinesrs 
of her clothes, and to use them to contribute to her 
beauty-. She needed more .sense of humor 1n Act I, and 
moTe the quality of a spoiled chUd who alli'ays does 
the opposite o£ what is cted of her 1 and who react 
to John like cbUd l-mo has been crossed. Her ela-
tionship with Jolm needed to ba mada more specific 
and intense. ~e should have absolutely no resp.eo.t 
for Joachim, and should enjoy- putting him in a foolish 
posi tiCin; she could use the 11 t tle boy against 
JoAnhim In Act II, she s ould not !<now how to hold 
a dagger or what to do with it; her only- wish should 
be to escape. I1er attraction toward Holo.fe:rneo needed 
to be further emphasized. In Act III, her rea<?tion 
to John •a and Susanna •s worship of her should be on 
the same mature level as her character in the rest of 
the act. 
rt needod more variety, wrJ.ch could ba· 
aohievod thrvugh bringing out his regality and his 
humor at mOinents . 
The calls for Judith at the opening of Aot I 
should be repeated during tho entrance of the servants. 
The crowd in Act III should focus more on Judith 
and less on their individual ecstasies. 
Th3re were no racul ty com:nents o£ a cri t1c3l 
nature af'ter the londay and Tuesday performances. 
~. Hirsch felt that the worl· accomplished was 
brilliant and specially admired the staging. 
Mr, anoft thought the production was most exciting, 
and h· d specific compliments for the acting values 
achieved. Dr. Ehrensperger added that the play w 
the s rt of experiment that should be tried mor often, 
and that besides ita value as a script, the high quality 
of talent and wcrk which hB.d g ne into it were responsible 
for it.s extraordinary success. 
~\ 
FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
V..ben asked by the faculty after the Tuesday 
performance what, i.f anything, I would do in an etJ• 
sentially different way if I had the opportunity to 
do the produ.otion again, I hfld to say, ttNothin • 1' 
Looking back once mora artor almost a month, I have to 
say the same thing. 
I do not say this because I thought the pro-
duction was perfect. On the oontraey; no one per ... 
forMance of the play satisfied 1M . I am not sure that 
any single performance ever would. 
Judith is enormously long, physically and 
technically exhausting for the actors, a••1d abo-ve all 
complex, verbally, emotionally_, and themat.ically. 
(In this sense, on~, in its almost noveli t c rich-
ness, the play- might be considered "too literary. ") 
It is also, I am convinced, a great olay. That a group 
of actor whose average age is twenty-two came as 
close to fulfilling its extraordinary demands as they 
did; that they succeeded in capturing and hol~ the 
concentrated :ttention o.r .an audience for thl"~e . "· ,1,.." .• 
ho;.J.Ta; that they intellectually stimulated and. emo-
tionally moved th~t audience enough to evoke a genuine 
ovation af'ter each performance--t,his seems to 11 e to 
constitute an achievement o£ which we can all be proud. 
Beyond this point criticism at best becomes in interest-
ing minority opinion, and self-criticism becomes 
tr...ctremely difficult. 
lf-critici is made impossible £or me at 
this moment by the fact that I translrted the plGY" as 
well as directing it. I cannot -stand back an~ look 
at the nroduction in retroapect, as I could if I hnd 
not gone through a part, h<":>wever tiny, of wh~t ' its 
author went through in creating it . I put a large 
part of Oira.udoux and a little of me on the stage; 
end I c no mo'l:" dissect what I put there than one 
can erform a post-mortem on his o-.m child. It 1s 
painful enough that the child is gone . 
I would like to thank everyone concerned m. th 
t e nroduction. They have given me something for 
which I h 1 always be grateful. 
